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Abstract 
Analysis of storage system workloads is important for a number of reasons. The 
analysis might be performed to understand the usage patterns of existing storage sys-
tems. It is very important for the architects to understand the usage patterns when 
designing and developing a new, or improving upon the existing design of a storage sys-
tem. It is also important for a system administrator to understand the usage patterns 
when configuring and tuning a storage system. The analysis might also be performed to 
determine the relationship between any two given workloads. Before a decision is taken 
to pool storage resources to increase the throughput, there is need to establish whether 
the different workloads involved are correlated or not. Furthermore, the analysis of 
storage system workloads can be done to monitor the usage and to understand the 
storage requirements and behavior of system and application software. Another very 
important reason for analyzing storage system workloads, is the need to come up with 
correct workload models for storage system evaluation. r,'or the evaluation, based on 
simulations or otherwise, to be reliable, one has to analyze, understand and correctly 
model the workloads. 
In our work we have developed a general tool, called ESS\VA (Enterprise Storage 
System \Vorkload Analyzer) for analyzing storage system workloads, which has a num-
ber of advantages over other storage system workload analyzers described in literature. 
Given a storage system workload in the form of an I/O trace file containing data for the 
workload parameters, ESSWA gives statistics of the data. From the statistics one can 
derive mathematical models in the form of probability distribution functions for the 
workload parameters. The statistics and mathematical models describe only the par-
ticular workload for which they are produced. This is because storage system workload 
characteristics are sensitive to the file system and buffer pool design and implementa-
tion, so that the results of any analysis are less broadly applicable. \Ve experimented 
with ESS\VA by analyzing storage system workloads represented by three sets of I/O 
traces at our disposal. 
Our results, among other things show that: I/O request sizes are influenced by the 
operating system in use; the start addresses of I/O requests are somewhat influenced 
by the application; and the exponential probability density function, which is often 
used in simulation of storage systems to generate inter-arrival times of I/O requests, is 
not the best model for that purpose in the workloads that we analyzed. \Ve found the 
Weibull, lognormal and beta probability density functions to be better models. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
This dissertation is about analyzing storage system workloads in the form of I/O traces. 
In this work we developed a tool for carrying out the analysis and used it to analyze 
three workloads. 
In Section 1.1 of this chapter, we state the main parameters that define storage 
system workloads. In Section 1.2 we give the objectives and motivation for our study 
by stating what we hoped to achieve and the reasons why we pursued this study. Before 
analyzing any workload it is obviously important to understand the system whose 
workload is being analyzed. Therefore, in Section 1.3 we describe high performance 
storage systems classified as enterprise storage systems (ESSs) which have become 
prevalent in recent years. In this section we also discuss the disk drive, which is an 
indispensable component of storage systems. 
1.1 Storage System Workload Parameters 
A storage system workload consists of I/O requests issued to a storage system over a 
given period of time and is mainly described by the following parameters for each I/O 
request: 
• logical volume l number, 
• start address, 
• request size, 
• operation type (i.e., read or write) and 
1 A logical volume is simply a group of information located on fi. ... ed-disk drives, called the physical 
volumes. Data on logical volume(s) appear to be contiguous to the user but can be discontiguous on 
the physical volumes. 
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2 
• timestamp. 
Workload Trace 
ESSWA 
Workload Parameter 
Statistics 
CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 
Figure 1.1: Storage system workload analyzer model 
These parameters are described fully in Section 2.1. We derived three more parameters 
from these basic parameters. 
• Inter-arrival time: The inter-arrival time is the difference between any two con-
secutive timestamps. 
• Logical seek distance: We defined the logical seek distance as the difference be-
tween any two consecutive start addresses. 
• Parallelism degree: We defined the parallelism degree as the number of I/O re-
quests with the same timestamp. 
1.2 Objectives and Motivation 
In this section we first state the objectives and then the motivation for our study. 
1.2.1 Objectives 
In our work we intended to: 
• develop a general tool for analyzing storage system workloads that is better than 
the tools which are currently described in literature and 
• analyze some storage system workloads. 
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1.2. OBJECTIVES AND MOTIVATION 3 
We developed the tool and called it ESSWA (Enterprise Storage System Workload 
Analyzer). Given a storage system workload in the form of an I/O trace file containing 
data for the workload parameters listed in Section 1.1, ESS\VA gives statistics of the 
data. From the statistics one can derive mathematical models, in the form of probabil-
ity distribution functions, for the parameters. The statistics and mathematical models 
describe only the particular workload for which they are produced. This is because 
storage system workload characteristics are sensitive to the file system design and im-
plementation, so that the results of any analysis are less broadly applicable[l]. ESSWA 
is also capable of displaying some of the results visually using Empiric Cumulative 
Distribution F\mctions and histograms. Chapter 5 describes ESS\VA in detail. In sum-
mary, ESS\VA is a machine that takes I/O traces as input and produces statistics for 
workload parameters as output as illustrated in Figure 1.1. 
\Ve analyzed storage system workloads represented by three sets of I/O traces, two 
of which are publicly available with the courtesy of the Storage Performance Council 
(SPC)2. The third set is from the HP I/O trace repository3. Some of the results we 
obtained are presented and discussed in Chapter 6. 
1.2.2 Motivation 
\Ve pursued the work described in this dissertation because of the importance of an-
alyzing storage system workloads and the need for a better storage system workload 
analysis tool as explained in the following sections. 
A. Importance of Workload Analysis 
A lot of research effort is being spent on the development of ESSs. This is because disk 
storage subsystems have not kept up the speed with processors. Processor performance 
has been increasing at a much higher rate than that of disk drives. Therefore, the I/O 
subsystem has become a bottleneck in today's computer systems. The situation is made 
worse with the proliferation of applications which involve large volume of data stored 
on disks. Such applications include data warehousing, image processing, digital video 
editing, transaction processing, decision support systems, scientific and engineering 
simulations, etc. Having realized this problem, the resea"ch community is looking into 
ways of improving the I/O subsystem. IBM and HP are among the organizations doing 
research and development of ESSs. 
In the development of storage systems such as ESSs, workload analysis is important 
mainly because of two reasons. 
2 http://www .storagcperformance.org/home. 
3http://tesla.hpl.hp.com/publicsoftware. 
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4 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 
• Understanding usage patterns: The analysis might be performed to under-
stand the usage patterns of existing storage systems. It is very important for 
the architects to understand the usage patterns when designing and developing a 
new, or improving upon the existing design of a storage system[2]. Understanding 
the usage patterns will help in making certain decisions. For example, to come 
up with a reasonable size of the data access unit in a new storage system design 
it is very important to know the sizes of I/O requests in the existing systems. 
• Modelling storage system workloads: Part of the effort in the development 
of high performance storage systems goes into the evaluation of these systems in 
terms of design, correctness and performance. For the evaluation, based on simu-
lations or otherwise, to be reliable, one has to analyze, understand and correctly 
model the workloads. Currently there is a need to come up with correct work-
load models for storage system evaluation. Ganger [3] found that the commonly 
used workload models (e.g., uniform distribution function for start addresses, ex-
ponential distribution funct'lon for inter-arrival times) are inappropriate and can 
produce dramatically incorrect results. For inter-arrival times, Hsu et al[l] agrees 
with Ganger that the exponential probability density function is not always the 
proper model. Hsu et al found the lognormal probability density function to be 
a better model for the inter-arrival times in the workloads they analyzed. 
In our findings, we discovered that no one has attempted to analyze access patterns 
in storage system workloads with the aim of finding better models for the following 
parameters: 
Logical volume number, 
Request size, 
Start addresses and 
I/O parallelism degree (i.e., the number of I/O requests issued at the same 
time). 
In our work we made attempts to find better models for the parameters which 
describe both the arrival and access patterns, some of which are not currently 
modelled correctly. 
• Other reasons: There are other reasons for analyzing storage system work-
loads. A system administrator can perform the analysis to understand the usage 
patterns. It is important for him to understand the usage patterns when con-
figuring and tuning a storage system. The analysis might also be performed to 
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1.3. STORAGE SYSTEMS 5 
determine the relationship between any two given workloads. Before a decision 
is taken to pool storage resources to increase the throughput, there is need to 
establish whether the different workloads involved are correlated or not. Further-
more, analysis of storage system workloads can be done to monitor the usage and 
to understand the storage requirements and behavior of system and application 
software. The reasons for performing storage system workload analysis in general 
are discussed in depth in Section 2.3.2. 
B. Need for a Better Workload Analyzer 
A number of software tools have been developed and described in literature for storage 
system workload analysis. These tools read sequences of I/O trace records, perform 
some analysis on them, and output the results. However, each one of these tools has 
one or more drawbacks. Hence the need for a better tool. Some of these tools: 
• are not user-friendly, 
• are not flexible (i.e., configurable), 
• are not extendable, 
• have limited reporting formats and 
• have many separate analysis and many separate I/O trace manipulation programs 
which are difficult to maintain. 
These drawbacks are discussed further in Section 5.1.1. 
1.3 Storage Systems 
Before one can analyze and model the workload of a system, one has to know what it is 
and how it functions. The aim of the following sections is to help the reader understand 
what storage systems are and how they function. For now we can say that a storage 
system is a system that stores data on one or more disks which are accessed by the 
operating system. 
In this section we explain the various components that make up storage systems 
that fall in the category of ESSs. But before we do this, we first describe how the 
application software accesses the data stored in a disk system and then explain what 
makes ESSs different from other disk systems. 
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6 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 
Application 
Software 
t------------- ----i Logical I/O request 
Operating System 
File 
System 
t------------- Physical I/O request 
Disk System I 
Figure 1.2: The routing of an I/O request from the application to the storage system 
1.3.1 I/O Request Servicing 
In a computer system, software applications and the hardware are interfaced by a large, 
relatively complex, low-level piece of software called the operating system. Therefore, a 
software application issues I/O requests to the operating system to access the data in 
a disk system. When the operating system receives the request, it uses its file system 
to access the data on the disk. The file system is a system that an operating system 
uses to access, organize and keep track of files on disk[4]. 
A file system sends I/O requests to the disk system to retrieve or store data. Each 
I/O request to the disk system consists of at least the following parameters: logical 
volume number, logical block4 address (i.e., start address), request size and operation 
type. When the disk system receives the request it maps the logical volume number 
and the logical block address into the physical disk drive and physical block address 
respectively to service the request. Next it writes or reads the data and sends the 
acknowledgement that the data have been written or the data being requested on the 
reverse path. The process of how an I/O request is routed from an application to the 
disk system is shown in Figure 1.2[4]. 
1.3.2 Enterprise Storage Systems 
ESSs are storage systems that can be defined as powerful disk storage systems with 
capabilities that allow them to meet the most demanding requirements of performance, 
4A block is typically 512 bytes. 
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1.3. STORAGE SYSTEMS 7 
I I +------- ----- Path to host 
Host/Bus adapter 
I I +------- ----- Path to cache 
Cache 
I I +------- - - - - - Path to controller 
Array controller 
I I <111-------- - - - - - Path to disks 
UUU <III - - - - Disk drives 
Figure 1.3: ESS components 
capacity and availability that a computing business may require. An ESS comprises 
many disk drives defining huge amounts of storage. In addition, protection against 
physical drive failure can be provided through the provision of one of the many Redun-
dant Array of Independent Disks (RAID) methods. Typically an ESS is made up of 
the following components (see Figure 1.3)[5]: 
• Host/bus adapters: These are interfaces used when connecting a peripheral, 
in this case a storage system, to a computer that does not have native support 
for that peripheral's interface. 
• Array controller: The array controller consists of the hardware and the software 
that manages one or more arrays of disks. It is also called the disk command 
module, and this is where the RAID controller resides. 
• Cache: Cache is the faster memory than disk placed between the host and the 
disk system which holds data that have recently been read and written and, in 
some cases, adjacent data blocks that are likely to be accessed next. The cache 
can be placed either in the array controller or disk drive. 
• Paths: This refers to the media connecting the various components. The connec-
tions may be fibre or wires. Examples are the Fibre Channel and Small Computer 
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8 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 
System Interface (SCSI) cables. The connections could also be a network, e.g., a 
storage area network (SAN) . 
• Disk drives: A disk drive is simply a machine that reads data from and writes 
data onto a magnetic disk. A disk drive rotates the disk very fast and has one or 
more heads that read and write data. Section 1.3.3 below discusses disk drives 
comprehensively. 
An I/O request is sent from the host's file system to an array controller which in 
turn sends the request to the disk drive. The disk drive translates the logical block 
address into physical block address and reads the requested data. However, if the data 
requested are cached, then the request is served using the cached data. This improves 
performance because reading data from disk is slower than reading from the cache[5]. 
1.3.3 Disk drives 
A disk drive contains a disk which in turn consists of a collection of platters (1-15) 
called a stack illustrated in Figure 1.45 . Each platter has two recordable surfaces. The 
stack of platters is rotated at about 10,000 to 15,000 revolutions per minute and has a 
diameter from just over an inch to just over 8 inches. Each disk surface is divided into 
concentric circles, called tracks. There are typically 1,000 to 5,000 tracks per surface. 
Each track is in turn divided into sectors that contain the data. Each track may have 
64 to 200 sectors. With the introduction of Logical Block Access (LBA), disk drives 
became addressed by blocks. All tracks aligned vertically form a cylinder[4]. 
To access data, the first step is to position the read/write head over the proper 
track. This is called a seek, and the time to move the head to the desired track is called 
the seek time while the distance moved is called the physical seek distance. Average 
seek times are usually adverti.<;ed as 8ms to 12ms, but, depending on the application 
and scheduling of disk requests the actual average time may be only 25 or 33% of the 
advertised time, because of locality of disk references. This locality arises both because 
of successive access to the same file and because the operating system tries to schedule 
such accesses together. Once the head has reached the correct track, we must wait for 
the desired sector to rotate under the read/write head. This is called the rotat·ional 
latency or rotational delay. Assuming LBA's are uniformly distributed, the average 
latency to the desired data is half-way around the disk. The last component of the 
disk access, transfer time, is the time to transfer a block of bits. This transfer time 
is a function of sector size, the rotation speeds and the recording density of the track. 
5 T his figure is taken from "The Linux System Administrator's Guide: Version 0.7" -
http://www Jaqs.org/ docs/linux_admin/x 100l.html. 
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10 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 
The detailed control of the disk and the transfer between the disk and the memory is 
usually handled by a disk controller[4]. 
Disk drives have been improved in terms of data density, i.e., the amount of data 
stored per unit area on the disk surface. The bandwidth of the path connecting the 
disk drives and processors has also been improved. But data access speed, which 
depends on the seek time, rotational latency and transfer time, has not been improved 
to satisfactory levels as compared to the processor speed. Therefore, the I/O subsystem 
has become a bottleneck in today's high performance computing systems[4]. 
1.4 Dissertation Outline 
The layout of the rest of this dissertation is as follows: 
Chapter 2 - Storage System Workloads. This chapter explains storage system 
workload parameters, discusses issues concerning storage workload trace collection and 
lastly discusses the uses of storage system workload traces. 
Chapter 3 - Related Work on Workload Analysis. In this chapter, previous 
studies on storage workload analysis are classified, and then two specific studies are 
discussed in detail. For each study, we first give the aim, then describe the I/O work-
load traces used and finally present some results. 
Chapter 4 - Statistical Methodology. This chapter looks at the statistical tech-
niques and tools that we implemented in ESSWA for analyzing and modelling storage 
system workloads. These include visual techniques (i.e., histograms and Empiric Cu-
mulative Distribution Functions) and computations of key data statistics. 
Chapter 5 - Storage System Workload Analyzers. This chapter describes the 
tool we developed for storage system workloads analysis. It begins with a description 
of a similar tool encountered in literature. At the end the two tools are compared and 
contrasted. 
Chapter 6 - Results. This chapter discusses the results we obtained from ana-
lyzing three storage system workloads. 
Chapter 7 - Conclusion and Future Work. This chapter presents some of our 
conclusions and suggestions for future work. 
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Storage System Workloads 
This chapter discusses storage system workloads in the form of traces. Section 2.1 lists 
the major parameters that describe any storage system workload and defines a typical 
format for trace files that contain values for these parameters. Section 2.2 discusses 
issues concerning storage workload trace collection and Section 2.3 discusses the uses 
of storage system workload traces. 
2.1 Storage System Workload Parameters 
As mentioned in Chapter 1, a storage system workload is typically described by the 
following parameters: logical volume number, start address, request size, operation 
type and the timestamp for each I/O request issued to the storage system over a given 
period of time[6]. Values for these parameters are recorded in a trace file. Therefore, 
for each parameter, there is a corresponding field in the trace file. 
Before analyzing a storage system workload, records about individual I/O requests 
issued by the host processor(s) must be collected first. The relevant information about 
I/O requests is collected while the system is handling the workload of interest. The 
collection of this information is called a trace and the file that contains this information 
is called a trace file. Each record in the trace file represents one I/O request. The 
process of collecting the traces is called tracing the system and is usually accomplished 
by using hardware probes or by adding instrumentation to the system software[7]. The 
following sections define the fields in a trace file according to the SPC trace file format 
specification document [6]. 
11 
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12 CHAPTER 2. STORAGE SYSTEM WORKLOADS 
2.1.1 Logical Volume 
The first field in a trace file is the logical volume number and can take on positive 
integer values. If there are a total of n logical volumes described in the complete trace 
file, then the trace file must contain at least one record for each of volumes 0 through 
n-l. 
2.1.2 Start Address 
The second field in a trace file is the start address. The start address or the logical 
block address (LBA) is a positive integer that describes the logical volume block offset 
of the data to be transferred. The values for this field may range from 0 to n -1, where 
n is the capacity in blocks of the logical volume. There is no limit on this field, other 
than the restriction that the sum of the start address and the request size must be less 
than or equal to the capacity of the logical volume. 
2.1.3 Request Size 
The third field is the request size. The request size is a positive integer that describes 
the amount of data in bytes transferred. There is also no upper limit for this field other 
than the restriction that the sum of the start address and the request size must be less 
or equal to the capacity of the logical volume. 
2.1.4 Operation Type 
The fourth field is the operation type. The operation type is a flag that indicates 
whether the I/O request represented by a particular record in the trace file is for a read 
or write operation. In other words, it defines the direction of the transfer, either the 
data transfer is from the operating system to the storage system or vice versa. This 
field takes on a single, case sensitive character and the two possible values are: 
• "R" (or" r") to indicate a read operation . 
• "W" (or "w") to indicate a write operation. 
2.1.5 Timestamp 
The fifth field in a trace file is for the arrival times of I/O requests in the form of 
timestamps. The timestamp is usually a positive real number representing the offset 
in seconds for an I/O request recorded in the trace file from the start of the trace. The 
format of the field is "s.d" , where" s" represents the integer portion, and" d" represents 
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2.2. STORAGE WORKLOAD TRACE COLLECTION 13 
the fractional portion of the timestamp. Both the integer and fractional parts of the 
field are mandatory. The value of this field in a particular record must be greater than 
or equal to all values for the preceding records, and less than or equal to all values for 
succeeding records. 
2.1.6 Other Fields 
It is important to note that the five fields above are usually mandatory, and that 
there are other optional fields, which can be included in a trace file. The optional 
fields include: I/O request sequence number, a flag to indicate whether the request 
is synchronous or asynchronous, partition number, and file object pointer. Although 
these fields are optional, provision is made for them because the information provided 
by them can be worthy of a detailed analysis[6]. For the purpose of our study only the 
five fields discussed above were considered. 
2.2 Storage Workload Trace Collection 
The task of collecting storage workload traces is not simple. A number of researchers 
have collected traces, some of which are publicly available. For example, Hsu et al[l] 
collected storage system traces from a number of personal computer (PC) and server 
environments, Roselli et al[2] collected four sets of file system traces from different 
environments, and Ramakrishnan et al[S] collected eight sets of file system traces from 
several production VAX/VMS computer systems. More information about some of 
these traces is given in Chapter 3. 
There are a number of issues which one has to take into consideration when collect-
ing storage workload traces. The following sections discuss some of the issues which we 
think are very important. 
2.2.1 Level of Trace Collection 
It is important to consider the level at which the traces are collected when performing 
storage workload analysis. Storage workload traces can be collected at the logical level 
where the application makes I/O requests to the file system or at the physical level 
where the file system makes I/O requests to the storage system as illustrated in Figure 
2.1. 
The traces collected at the logical level represent the file system workloads and are 
used for studying the activities of file systems. On the other hand, the traces collected 
at the physical level represent the storage system workloads and are used to study 
activities of storage systems. The latter are the traces of interest in our study. 
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Figure 2.1: Levels of I/O trace collection 
2.2.2 Trace File Type 
Trace files can be binary or simple text files. In the SPC trace format specification 
document, it is recommended that the trace file be composed of variable length ASCII 
records, rather than binary data. Despite the fact that the ASCII format is somewhat 
wasteful of storage space and places higher CPU demands on analysis programs, it 
offers many advantages from a legibility and portability standpoint[6]. 
2.2.3 Type of Workload Traces 
There are two types of traces: Dynamic and Static traces. Some studies, such as 
[9,10,11]' concentrate on static data (static traces) which are collected by examining file 
system meta-data at one or several frozen instants in time, to minimize the complexity. 
These studies of static traces are useful for studying distributions of file attributes 
commonly stored in meta-data, such as file sizes, file names and last access times. 
Dynamic traces contain continuous file or block access patterns yielding more detailed 
information about storage usage[2]. 
However, dynamic traces are more difficult to collect. They require huge amounts 
of space to store and usually involve modifying the operating system to collect them. 
Furthermore there is a performance impact on the CPU when collecting this kind of 
traces. In our work we are dealing with dynamic traces. 
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2.2. STORAGE WORKLOAD TRACE COLLECTION 15 
2.2.4 Tracing Methods 
There are different methods of collecting storage workload traces. One way of collect-
ing traces involves modifying the operating system thereby making the whole process 
difficult. Once this has been done there is also a task of convincing users to use the 
operating system which has been modified. Another method of collecting traces is to 
use an auditing system already built into the operating system to log all system calls 
relevant to both the file system and the storage system[12]. 
2.2.5 Trace Details 
?\Iost of the traces which have been collected by different researchers for various studies 
contain different details. The details contained in the traces usually depend on a number 
of factors including the following: 
• The goal of the workload analysis. For instance, if one is interested in knowing 
how I/O request sizes vary overtime, then the timestamps and the sizes of I/O 
request are the details which should be included in the trace file. 
• The level at which the traces are collected. The pie~es of information about I/O 
requests that can be captured at the logical level are not the same as those that 
can be captured at the physical level. For example, logical block addresses can not 
be recorded at the logical level because they are not included in the application 
I/O requests. Instead file names, file descriptors or, in case of a database system, 
database object names ( e.g., table, index and view names) are included. 
• The method of trace collection. For example, using the auditing subsystem of the 
operating system will limit the details of the trace to what the subsystem is able 
to collect. 
2.2.6 Tracing Period 
'Vhen tracing a system in a given environment, one has to collect traces for a period of 
time long enough to capture all the characteristics of the workload. Characterization 
of workloads through traces does not only depend on thp variety of the environments 
being traced but also on the length of the tracing period. The tracing period should 
be such that the trace data will reflect both the high activity periods (i.e., the peak 
periods) and the low activity periods[2]. 
It is said that no single trace analysis project has the scope to analyze all the rele-
vant features of all relevant workloads. Instead, each study lets us understand a part 
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16 CHAPTER 2. STORAGE SYSTEM WORKLOADS 
of the bigger picture[2]. As a result most of the workload analysis studies that have 
been done so far differ in many ways in terms of the foregoing issues. Before deciding 
on these issues, researchers first define the goals of their workload analysis studies and 
then, depending on the goals, make certain decisions. 
2.3 Uses of Storage System Traces 
Storage system traces can be used in trace-driven simulations and to analyze storage 
system workloads. 
2.3.1 Trace-driven Simulation 
One of the approaches used by storage subsystem researchers employs a record of real 
system's storage activity in the form of disk request traces to run a simulation[3]. Such 
a simulation is called a trace-driven simulation. It is a form of event-driven simulation 
in which events are taken from a real system that is operating under conditions similar 
to the one being simulated[13]. In [3,13,14,15,1,7] this approach was used. 
One disadvantage of this approach is that timing effects are difficult to model real-
istically, specifically to account for events that occur faster or slower in the simulated 
system than in the original system. This problem comes from the fact that information 
about. how the arrival of subsequent I/O requests depend upon the completion of pre-
vious requests cannot be easily extracted from a system and recorded in the traces[7]. 
This is one of the reasons why traces are not usually used to drive simulations of storage 
systems. The other reasons are[3]: 
• For non-technical reasons, it can be extremely difficult to convince systems ad-
ministrators to allow tracing. 
• Traces, which tend to be very large, must be stored online when they are to be 
used for experiments. 
• Each trace represents a single measure of behavior, making it difficult to establish 
statistical confidence in results. 
• It is very difficult to isolate and/or modify specific characteristics (e.g., arrival 
rate) of a trace. 
• Traces do not support studies of expected future workloads, since one cannot 
trace what does not yet exist. 
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2.3. USES OF STORAGE SYSTEM TRACES 17 
However, trace-driven simulation is still used in practice, probably because synthetic 
traces 1 are believed to be less representative of actual storage system workload as 
explained in Section 2.3.2(B). For example, Hsu et al[7] used trace-driven simulation 
with a new method they devised for replaying I/O traces that more accurately models 
the timing of I/O request arrivals and allows the I/O request rate to be more realistically 
scaled than previous practice. 
2.3.2 Storage System Workload Analysis 
Apart from driving trace-driven simulations, I/O traces are used to analyze the storage 
system workloads. The importance of storage system workload analysis can not be 
over-emphasized. The results of the workload analysis are usually used in various ways 
to improve the storage systems in terms of many different aspects. This section looks at 
some of the ways in which workload analysis results are used to improve storage system 
design, performance and correctness and to increase the storage system throughput. 
A. Design of Storage Systems 
As already mentioned in Section 1.2.2(A), when making changes to an existing storage 
system design or designing a new storage system, it is important to understand the 
current usage patterns[8]. For example, if the workload analysis results show that large 
blocks of data are accessed frequently, the design should be such that the new storage 
system will be able to effectively support access to these large blocks of data[2]. 
B. Modelling Storage System Workloads 
In the design, performance and correctness evaluation of storage systems using software 
tools such as RAIDframe2 [16] and RAIDsim3 [17] synthetic traces are used. Synthetic 
traces are usually used in experiments because of the following reasons[3]: 
• Synthetic traces can be manufactured on the fly rather than stored. 
• One can generate many synthetic traces with the same characteristics and thereby 
achieve some statistical confidence. 
• Changes to the synthetic traces can be made much more readily. 
• Synthetic traces representing expected future environments can be generated. 
1 A synthetic trace is one whose values for the workload parameters, such as inter-arrival time of 
I/O requests, are generated using some models sllch as analytic and empiric (measured) distributions. 
2RAIDframe is used in the design and development of RAID storage systems. 
3RAIDsim is used for performance and correctness modelling of RAID storage systems. 
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18 CHAPTER 2. STORAGE SYSTEM WORKLOADS 
Note that if access and arrival patterns of I/O requests are not well reflected in a 
synthetic workload, then it is not a good representation of the actual storage system 
workload and the storage system therefore cannot be evaluated effectively using this 
synthetic workload. For the evaluation to be trustworthy, say for testing hardware 
designs of storage systems using simulations, the synthetic workloads should be repre-
sentative of the actual workload[3]. For this to be achieved, storage system workloads 
should be analyzed to come up with proper models for the workload parameters that 
can be used to generate the synthetic workloads. Currently, designers of disk arrays 
have few means of validating their design decisions with realistic workloads because 
workloads are poorly modelled[18]. 
C. Understanding Application I/O Behavior and Requirements 
One reason for analyzing and characterizing storage workloads is to understand the I/O 
behavior and requirements of modern applications. Knowing these requirements and 
behavior can help buyers of large, enterprise-scale applications in deciding what type of 
storage systems to acquire. The buyers often have very little idea of the storage require-
ments of these applications, even though storage is a major, and increasing, percentage 
of the total system cost. Buying decisions are often based on simplistic metrics such as 
capacity. The vendors of storage systems also need to have knowledge of the behavior 
of their systems under a variety of workloads. I/O behavior and requirements may 
vary extensively depending on the application (e.g. transaction processing vs. decision 
support system) or the configuration of other system components, such as the amount 
of available memory[18]. 
D. Storage System Configuring 
Given a storage system, such as a large disk array, it is very difficult to determine how to 
configure that system for bettr;r performance and higher throughput without accurate 
knowledge of the workload. For example, without information as to the sequentiality 
and mix of read and write operations, etc., present in a workload, it is hard to determine 
which RAID levels or stripe sizes to use[4]. Therefore some workload analysis should 
be performed before the attempt to configure a storage system. 
E. Storage System Monitoring and Tuning 
Another reason for performing workload analysis is to monitor the storage system 
performance and the workload behavior. Once a storage system has been installed, it 
is necessary to monitor it to ensure that it is meeting its performance requirements, 
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or to determine if the workload requirements have changed. If they have, then this 
information can be used in future tuning or reconfiguration of the system[18]. For 
example, if workload analysis results show that the load is not balanced among the 
logical volumes, then reconfiguring the storage system may be necessary. 
F. Design of Optimization Techniques 
One of the keys to overcoming the I/O bottleneck is to understand how storage is ac-
tually used, so that the storage system can be optimized by architects for the usage 
patterns, or if need be, new optimization techniques can be designed[l]. These tech-
niques include: read caching, pre-fetching, write buffering, I/O scheduling and parallel 
I/O. 
Some of the assumptions that are made by designers of storage systems about 
the workload are not true. For example, increasing cache sizes will not necessarily help 
improve read response time in all workloads[18]. This contradicts the assumption made 
by some of the storage system designers. Hence the need to analyze workloads from 
different environments and design optimization techniques accordingly. 
The following sections discuss the optimization techniques mentioned above in de-
tail. 
• Read caching. Caching is a general technique for improving performance by 
temporarily holding in a faster memory those data items that are likely to be 
used again. How well the cache absorbs read requests is a very important factor. 
An effective cache replacement policy will bring about a high hit ratio and reduce 
seek times thus improving the overall performance of the storage system[7]. 
Storage system workloads must be analyzed, to come up with effective cache 
replacement policies for the cache. For example, the least recently used (LRU) 
replacement policy will work well if the I/O workload is such that once a data 
item is read, it will be read many times in a given period of time. F\uther, to set 
the block size for the cache, we need to know the typical I/O request size because, 
managing the cache at a small granularity is very inefficient especially when most 
I/O transfers are much larger than the cache block size. The inefficiency is due 
to the large data structures needed for cache management [7] . 
• Pre-fetching. Pre-fetching is defined as a technique of predicting data blocks 
that are likely to be used in the future and fetching them before they are actually 
needed[7]. Since pre-fetching strategy simply pre-fetch blocks that are being 
accessed sequentially, understanding the access patterns of the workload is very 
important to decide whether this strategy will be effective for a given workload. 
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20 CHAPTER 2. STORAGE SYSTEM WORKLOADS 
This strategy will be effective in storage systems whose workloads consist of large 
data blocks accessed sequentially[2] . 
• Write buffering. This term, write buffering, refers to the technique of tem-
porarily holding written data in fast memory before destaging the data to the 
permanent storage. The time written blocks of data are kept in the write buffer 
before they are written back to the disk is called delay time. 
A write operation is usually reported as completed once its data have been ac-
cepted into the buffer. The write buffer helps to better regulate the flow of data 
to permanent storage especially for the fact that writes tend to come in bursts[l]. 
The write buffer is usually implemented with some form of nonvolatile storage 
(NVS). This is to prevent any loss of data if the system fails before the buffered 
data are written to permanent storage. In some environments, (e.g., UNIX file 
system), a less expensive approach of periodically (usually every 30 seconds) 
flushing the buffer contents to disk is considered sufficient. 
By delaying the time at which the written data are destaged to permanent storage, 
write buffering makes it possible to combine multiple writes to the same location 
into a single physical write, resulting in a reduced number of physical writes 
that have to be performed by the system. Write buffering can also increase the 
efficiency of writes by allowing multiple consecutive writes to be merged into a 
single big-block I/O request. Furthermore, more sophisticated techniques can be 
used to schedule the writes to take advantage of the characteristics and the state 
of the storage devices. 
Among other things, one may have to analyze workloads to come up with reason-
able values for write caching parameters, such as the delay time. By analyzing 
a workload one can tell whether write buffering will be effective for that work-
load. If the analysis shows that the workload exhibits locality of reference in the 
write operations, then write buffering will be an effective technique in the storage 
system handling that workload . 
• Request scheduling. The time required to satisfy a request depends on the 
state of the disk, specifically, whether the requested data are present in the cache 
and where the disk head is relative to the requested data. Request scheduling 
is a technique in which the order in which requests are handled is optimized 
to improve performance. One has to analyze the workload to determine the 
effectiveness of request sc:heduling, say in terms of reducing write service time, in 
the storage system handling that workload. The effectiveness of this technique 
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2.3. USES OF STORAGE SYSTEM TRACES 21 
generally increases with the number of requests that are available to be scheduled 
at any given instant[7] . 
• Parallel I/O. A widely used technique for improving storage system performance 
is parallel I/O. In this technique, data are distributed among several disks so that 
multiple requests can be serviced by the different disks concurrently[7]. Besides, 
a single request that spans multiple disks can be speeded up if it is serviced by the 
disks in parallel. The latter tends to make more sense for workloads dominated 
by very large transfers such as in scientific workloads. For most other workloads, 
where requests are small and plentiful, the ability to handle many of them con-
currently is usually more important. Therefore, it is also important to analyze 
and understand the workload behavior, before implementing this technique[7]. 
G. Other Uses of Workload Analysis Results 
There are other purposes for which storage system workloads are analyzed. We give 
two examples here. Firstly, to determine whether two or more workloads are correlated. 
In [1], it is stated that storage managed by varions entities in many big organizations 
would be consolidated through the use of storage utilities such as SAN or storage service 
providers (SSPs). \Vhether such pooling of resources is more efficient depends on the 
I/O characteristics of the workloads, and in particular, on whether the workloads' 
I/O events are independent. If two workloads' I/O events are not correlated, then the 
workloads can be handled by a single storage system because the resultant workload will 
be relatively smooth with minimal negative performance impact while the throughput 
is increased. Otherwise if the two workloads' I/O events are correlated, then they can 
not be efficiently handled by a single storage system. 
Secondly, to determine whether a given workload is suitable for an intelligent storage 
system. Here understanding I/O workload characteristics is also important. Although 
the growth of processing power available in the storage systems makes it possible to 
build intelligent storage systems that can dynamically optimize themselves for the ac-
tual workload, we need to know how much idle time the workload allows in the storage 
system for running background functions that perform optimizations, say reallocating 
data blocks on the disks to balance the workload[l]. 
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Chapter 3 
Related Work on Workload 
Analysis 
Our findings show that there are two categories of research concerning storage workload 
analysis . 
• The first category involves analyzing storage workload traces with the aim of 
modelling the workload and discovering some usage patterns. For example [1, 13, 
2, 8, 19] deal with characterization and modelling of different storage workloads 
from different environments including database, online transaction processing, 
office application, program development and scientific systems . 
• The second category involves developing software tools to perform storage work-
load analysis given some workload traces. For example, Alistair and Kim of 
Hewlett Packard Laboratories, have developed a general tool, called Rubicon[18], 
for the characterization of storage workloads. 
In our work we did not only perform some storage system workload analysis but 
also developed a software tool for performing the analysis. In this chapter, however, 
we only discuss previous studies related to storage workload analysis. \Ve discuss work 
related to the development of workload analyzers in Chapter 5. 
3.1 Storage Workload Classifications 
Let us first recap the classifications of storage workloads explained in Section 2.2 to put 
things in context before we look at individual studies carried out by some researchers 
on storage workload analysis. These classes are: 
23 
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• Storage system workloads. These are represented by traces collected at the phys-
ical level (see Figure 2.1). These workloads are also known as I/O traffic or 
physical storage workloads[l] . 
• File system workloads (or logical storage workloads). These are represented by 
traces collected at the logical level. 
3.2 Previous Studies 
File system workloads have been characterized in detail. Several studies of the logical 
workload characteristics of database and scientific systems have been conducted. Com-
pared to the analysis of workload behavior at the logical level, storage system behavior 
has received much less attention[2]. Hsu et al[l] pointed out that part of the reason 
is that storage system level characteristics are influenced by the file system design and 
configuration. Therefore the results of any analysis are less widely applicable. Hence 
the need to analyze the storage system workloads for many different environments. 
In the following sections, we look at some specific studies done on analyzing storage 
workloads. First, we look at the analysis of storage system workload done by Hsu et 
al[l] and, second, analysis of file system workloads done by Roselli et al[2]. We selected 
these two studies because we found them to be more comprehensive than other storage 
and file system workload analysis studies that we came across in literature, respectively. 
For each study, we first give the aim, then describe the workload traces used and finally 
present some results. As we discuss each study, we also mention some of the comments 
and conclusions made by the respective researchers. 
3.2.1 Analyzing Storage System Workloads by Hsu et al 
A. Aim: 
Hsu et al[l] collected traces to empirically examine the storage system workloads of a 
wide range of server and personal computer (PC) environments, focussing on how these 
workloads would be affected by developments in storage systems. 
B. Trace Description: 
Hsu et al collected traces at the physical level. They argued that, to study storage 
systems, analyzing traces collected at the physical level is generally more practical and 
realistic. This is in comparison with collecting logical level traces first, then filtering 
them by simulation to get traces representing the storage system workload. Traces 
collected at logical level have to be filtered away by simulating not only the buffer 
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cache and pre-fetcher but also how the data are laid out and how the meta-data are 
referenced. This is a difficult task especially because these components in today's well-
tuned systems are complex. Secondly, traces collected at the logical level do not include 
records about I/O requests that bypass the file system interface (e.g. raw I/O, virtual 
memory paging, and memory-mapped 1/0)[1]. 
The traces collected were from both server and PC systems running real user work-
loads on three different platforms: Windows NT, IBM AIX and Hewlett-Packard HP-
UX. On \Vindows they used a trace facility called VTrace. VTrace is a software tracing 
tool for Intel x86 PCs running Windows NT and Windows 2000. Traces on IBI'vI AIX 
and Hewlett-Packard HP-UX were collected using kernel-level trace facilities built into 
the respective operating systems. A total of 14 PCs running \Vindows NT were traced 
over a period ranging from about a month to well over nine months. But they only 
utilized 45 days of the traces. The servers included two file servers, a time-sharing 
system and a database server that was being used by an enterprise resource planning 
(ERP) system[l]. 
c. Results: 
• Intensity of I/O: As regards to I/O intensity, Hsu et al considered the sig-
nificance of storage system workload component in the overall workload of the 
computer system taking into account the rate at which I/O requests were gener-
ated. 
Overall significance of storage system workload: The PC storage 
system workload traces contained data for the periods during which user 
input activity occurred at least once every ten minutes. They found that 
the processor was, on average, busy only for about 10% of the time, while the 
storage system was busy only for about 2.5% of the time. They concluded 
that there was substantial idle time in the PC storage systems that could 
be used for performing background tasks. Due to the limited information in 
the server traces, the percentage of time the c~isk and processor were busy 
could only be calculated for the PC workloads[l]. 
Storage system workload intensity: From the analysis results, Hsu et 
al observed that server workloads were more I/O intensive than PC work-
loads and projected that the rates of I/O activity in servers would increase. 
They found that on average, PC workloads had 65,000 read and write oper-
ations per day while server workloads had 522,000 read and write operations 
per day. These figures were taken over days when there was some activity 
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recorded in the traces[l]. 
• Request arrival rate: Hsu et al generated data sets of I/O request inter-arrival 
times from the traces and fitted standard probability distributions to them. They 
discovered that the commonly used exponent?:al distribution function to model 
inter-arrival time was a poor fit in all the workloads. Instead, they found the 
lognormal distribution function to be a reasonably good fit. 
They also explored the possibility of request scheduling by looking at the distri-
bution of the queue depth, which they defined as the length of the request queue 
as seen by an arriving request. They found out that the average number of reads 
outstanding was only about 0.2 for all workloads while that of writes outstanding 
was about 0.3 for PC workloads and 5 for server workloads. For all the workloads 
they discovered that the maximum queue depth could be more than 90. This 
they attributed to the fact that I/O requests seldom occurred singly but tended to 
arrive in groups because, 1f there were long intervals with no arrival, there were 
intervals that had far more arrivals than their even share. This characteristic is 
called burstiness[l]. 
• Dependence among workloads: When storage system workload is smooth 
and uniform over time, system resources can be very efficiently utilized. How-
ever, if it is bursty resources have to be provisioned to handle the bursts so that 
during the periods when the system is relatively idle, these resources will not be 
wasted. Hsu et al established two ways of smoothing the load. The first one is 
to aggregate multiple workloads in the hope that the peak and idle periods in 
different workloads cancel one another out. This is possible only if the workloads 
are not correlated. The second approach to smoothing the traffic is shifting the 
load temporally, for example, deferring or offioading some work from the busy 
periods (e.g., write buffering) to the relatively idle periods or by eagerly or spec-
ulatively performing some work in the hope that such work will help improve 
performance during the next busy period (e.g., pre-fetching and re-organizing 
data layout based on access patterns) [1]. 
Hsu et al's workload analysis results show that there was little cross-correlation 
among the server workloads, suggesting that aggregating them would most likely 
help to smooth out the traffic and enable more efficient utilization of resources. 
On the other hand, the cross-correlation among PC workloads, except at small 
time intervals, was signiticant[l]. 
• Self-similarity in storage system workloads: Hsu et al also analyzed the 
storage system workloads to find out whether the workload arrival events were 
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self-similar. Self-similarity, defined in simple terms, is the phenomenon which 
describes how a property of an object is preserved while scaling in space and/or 
in time[1]. 
Formal definition of self-similarity[l, 12]: Let ~( = (YI, Y2 , Y2 , ... ) be a 
stochastic process and X = (Xl, X 2 , X 2 , ... ) an incremental process of r such 
that X(i) = Y(i + 1) - Y(i). In this context r counts the number of I/O arrivals 
and X(i) is the number of I/O arrivals during the ith time interval. r is said to 
be self-similar with parameter H, 0 <::: H <::: 1, if for all integers Tn, 
(3.1) 
where 
x(m) = (Xkm ) k = 1, 2, 3, ... ), Tn = 1, 2, 3, ... (3.2) 
is a new aggregated time series obtained by dividing the original series into blocks 
of size Tn and averaging over each block as: 
X (m) _ (Xkm- m+l + ... + X km ) k - k2'1 
Tn 
(3.3) 
and k is an index over the sequence of blocks. The single parameter H expresses 
the degree of self-similarity and is known as the Hurst parameter. For self-similar 
series H is between 0.5 and 1 and as H ---7 1 the degree of self-similarity increases. 
They found I/O traffic in all the workloads to be self-similar. Average H for PC 
workloads was found to be 0.81 and 0.9 for server workloads. They concluded that 
storage system workloads being self-similar implied that burstiness existed over a 
wide range of time scales and that attempts at smoothing the traffic temporally 
would tend to not remove all the variability . 
• Idle periods: \Vhen the storage workload is not constant but varies overtime, 
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there may be opportunities to use the relatively idle periods to do some useful 
work. Hsu et al considered intervals of I/O requests to be idle if the average num-
ber of I/O requests per second during the interval was less than 40 for the database 
server workload and 20 for all the other workloads. Based on this definition with 
an interval duration of 10 seconds, they found that for PC workloads more than 
99% of the intervals were idle and the corresponding figure for the server work-
loads is more than 93%. Their conclusion was that there were resources in the 
storage systems that were significantly underutilized and that could be put to 
good use[l] . 
• Interaction of reads and writes: The interaction between reads and writes 
complicates a computer system and throttles its performance. Static data can 
simply be replicated to improve not only performance of the system but also its 
scalability and durability. However, if the data are being updated, the system has 
to ensure that the writes occur in the correct order and results of each write are 
propagated to all possible replicated copies or have these copies invalidated. The 
former makes sense if the updated data are unlikely to be updated again but likely 
to be read. The latter is useful when it is highly likely that data will be updated 
many times before the data are read. In cases where data are being both updated 
and read, replication may not be useful. Therefore, the read-write composition 
of the traffic with the flow of data from writes to reads is an extremely important 
workload characteristic[l]. 
Read/write ratio: Hsu et al observed that the ratio of the number of read 
requests to the number of write requests ranged from 0.71 to 0.82 for all the 
workloads. This means that writes accounted for about 60% of the requests. 
Working set: Hsu et al[l] defined the working set W (t,T) as the set of 
blocks referenced within a period of T units of time with t as the ending 
time point. With T = day and t = midnight, their results show that the 
daily working set for the various workloads ranged from just over 4% (PC 
workloads) to about 7% (file server) of the storage used. Since a small 
fraction of the data stored was in active use, it was probably a good idea to 
identify the blocks that were in use and to optimize their layout. 
Read/write dependencies: Hsu et al classified dependencies into three 
categories: true dependence (read after write or RAW), output dependence 
(write-after-write or WAW) and anti-dependence (write-after-read or WAR). 
A RAW is said to exist between two operations if the first operation writes a 
block that is later read by the second operation and there is no intervening 
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operation on the block in a given number of references. WA\V and WAR are 
defined similarly. Using 1,000 references as a window size, Hsu et al found 
that 25% of the reads fell into the WAR category for all the workloads. 
This meant that blocks that were read tended not to be updated, so that 
if disk blocks were replicated or re-organized based on their read access 
patterns, write performance would not be affected significantly. Hsu et al 
also found that all the workloads contained more WAW than RAW. This 
implies that updated blocks were more likely to be updated again than to 
be read, suggesting that if the blocks were replicated, only one of the copies 
had to be updated and the rest invalidated, rather than having all the copies 
updated[l]. 
Table 3.1 summarizes some of the characteristics of storage system workloads based 
on the work of Hsu et al[l]. 
Characteristic PC Server 
Workloads Workloads 
I/O Intensity high high 
Request Arrival Rate bursty bursty 
Cross Correlation high low 
Self-similar Yes Yes 
Storage System Idle Time high high 
Read/Write Ratio 0.71 to 0.82 0.71 to 0.82 
Read/Write Dependencies less WAR, high less WAR, high 
RAW and WAW RAW and WAW 
Block Working Set (%) 4 7 
Table 3.1: Storage system workload characteristics 
3.2.2 Analyzing File System Workloads by Roselli et al 
A. Aim: 
The aim of Roselli et al[2] in their analysis of file system workloads was to understand 
how modern workloads affect the ability of file systems to provide high performance 
to users. They investigated the data lifetime, efficiency of cache, file sizes and access 
patterns. 
B. Trace Description: 
Roselli et al collected and analyzed file system traces from four different environments, 
including both UNIX and \Vindows NT systems, clients and servers, and instructional 
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and production systems. The first three of these environments had Hewlett-Packard 
series 700 workstations running HP-UX 9.05. The first set of traces was from twenty 
workstations located in laboratories for undergraduate classes. They referred to this 
workload as the Instructional workload (INS). The second set of traces was from 13 
machines for university graduate students, faculty and administrative staff of their 
research project. They referred to this workload as the Research workload (RES). The 
third set of traces was from a web server for an online library project. This server is 
said to have been receiving 2,300 accesses daily during the period of the trace. They 
referred to this workload as the Web workload (WEB). The fourth set of traces was 
from eight desktop machines running Windows NT 4.0. These machines were used for 
a variety of purposes including time management, personnel management, accounting, 
procurement, mail, office suite applications, web browsing, groupware applications, 
firewall applications. They referred to this workload as the NT workload (NT). We 
refer to these workloads as INS, RES, WEB and NT respectively. 
C. Results: 
• Data lifetime: Roselli et al found the write delay of 30 seconds being used as 
a standard in many file systems to be less than the lifetime of most blocks in 
the workloads they analyzed. Their results show that most blocks in INS had a 
lifetime uniformly distributed between 1 second and 1 hour and in WEB between 
1 second and 5 minutes. In RES they found that most blocks had a lifetime 
slightly above 5 minutes. In NT they discovered a bimodal distribution pattern 
- nearly all blocks either died within a second or lived longer than a day. 
An impor·tant discovery of their analysis is the fact that a large portion of blocks, 
in all the four workloads, died due to being overwritten and a closer e.mmination 
of the data showed a high degree of lifetime locality in overwritten files. For INS, 
3% of all files created during the tracing period were responsible for all overwrites. 
These files were overwritten an average of 15 times each. For RES, 2% of created 
files were overwritten, with each file overwritten an average of 160 times. For 
WEB, 5% of created files were overwritten, and the average number of overwrites 
for these files was 6,300 times. For NT, 2% of created files were overwritten, these 
files were overwritten an average of 251 times each. In general, a relatively small 
set of files was repeatedly overwritten, causing many new writes and deletions. 
They concluded that since newly written blocks often had longer than 30 seconds, 
increasing the write delay would reduce write traffic. However they were also quick 
to mention that the write delay was limited by the amount of data allowed to be 
cached by the operating system. They also performed some simulations to find 
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Characteristic INS RES WEB NT 
Workload Workload Workload Workload 
Data Lifetime 1 sec - over 5 min 1 sec - o - 1 sec 
1 hour 5 min and 
over 1 day 
Optimal Cache 16 16 64 16 
Size (:"IB) 
Largest File 419 244-419 244 419 
Size (l\IB) 
Access patterns: 
File sizes 
< 20KM Entire Entire Entire Entire 
runs runs runs runs 
> lOOKl\I Random Both entire Random Random 
runs and random runs runs 
runs 
Table 3.2: File system workload characteristics 
the optimal write buffer size and found that a small size of about 16:"IB would 
be sufficient even for write delays of up to a day . 
• Cache efficiency: Roselli et al found that relatively small caches absorbed most 
read traffic and that there were diminishing returns to using large caches. This 
is in contrast to the claim made by Rosenblum and Ousterhout[20] in 1992 that 
large caches would avert most disk reads. They found that there was little benefit 
in increasing the cache size beyond 64MB for WEB workload and 16MB for the 
other workloads. 
They also pointed out that the effect of memory-mapped file should be considered 
when performing workload analysis because it had become a common method to 
access files. Their results show that the average numbers of files mapped were 43, 
18 and 7 for INS, RES and WEB workloads respectively during peak periods . 
• File sizes: Knowing the distribution of file sizes is important for designing meta-
data structures that efficiently support the range of sizes commonly in use. There-
fore Roselli et al analyzed the workloads in terms of files sizes. From the results, 
they noticed that the file sizes in all the workloads were larger, on average, than 
those in the workloads analyzed in earlier studies. For example, the largest file ac-
cessed in the traces collected from the Sprite file system[21] in 1991 was 38:tvIB; the 
largest files in the workloads Roselli et al analyzed ranged from 244MB (WEB) 
to 419:"IB (INS and NT)[2]. 
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• Access patterns: When optimizing file system performance, knowing the access 
patterns is crucial. With this in mind, Roselli et al considered the access patterns 
in the workloads. Their results show that small files of less than 20KM were read 
in their entirety whereas large files over lOOKB were accessed randomly for all 
the workloads except the RES workload where both entire runs and random runs 
were well-represented. 
Table 3.2 summarizes some of the characteristics of file system workloads based on the 
work of Roselli et al[2]. 
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Statistical Methodology 
In this chapter, we discuss the statistical tools and techniques that we implemented 
in ESS\VA for analyzing storage system workloads. The statistical approach we took 
is similar to the one that Lourens Walters used to analyze and model web traffic for 
simulations [22]. Our aim in this chapter is to give an overview and not a detailed 
discussion of these tools and techniques. For a detailed study we refer the reader to 
any typical statistics and probability theory text book such as [23, 24, 25, 26]. 
The rest of this chapter is as follows: Section 4.1 introduces the concept of proba-
bility distribution functions; Section 4.2 describes some visual techniques that are used 
to explore data sets 1; Section 4.3 discusses the key data statistics such as the mean, 
variance, coefficient of kurtosis and tail index; Section 4.4 looks at some of the prob-
ability distribution function parameters; and Section 4.5 explains how models for the 
storage system workload parameters can be derived using a statistical methodology. 
4.1 Probability Distribution Functions 
Before we describe the various statistical tools and techniques that we implemented 
in ESS\VA, we first introduce the concept of probability distribution functions of ran-
dom variables. \Ve start by defining random variables in Section 4.1.1 and cumulative 
distribution functions in Section 4.1.2. 
4.1.1 Random Variables 
A random variable is a function that associates a unique numerical value with every 
outcome of an experiment. The value of the random variable will vary from trial to 
trial as the experiment is repeated. For example in our study, typical random variables 
1 A data set in this writing refers to a collection of values. 
33 
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would be the request size and the logical volume number of an I/O request. Ran-
dom variables can either be continuous or discrete. Continuous random variables have 
uncountably many possible values, and take each with probability 0; these quantities 
usually represent lengths, weights, etc., and need not be integers. Discrete random 
variables can only take a finite or countable number of values, and have a positive 
probability of taking each one; typically these are integer-valued quantities obtained 
by counting[23]. 
4.1.2 Cumulative Distribution Functions 
All random variables (discrete and continuous) have a cumulative distribution function. 
A cumulative distribution function, F(x), is a function giving the probability that the 
random variable X is less than or equal to x, for every value x. Formally, the cumulative 
distribution function F( x) is defined as[23]: 
F(x) = P[X :S xl for - 00 < x < 00 ( 4.1) 
4.1.3 Probability Distribution Functions 
A. Probability Mass Functions 
The probability distribution function of a discrete random variable, usually called the 
probability m.ass junction, is a list of probabilities associated with each of its possible 
values, say Xl, ;];2, x3 ... , x n · More formally, the probability mass function of a 
discrete random variable X is a function which gives the probability P(Xi) that the 
random variable equals Xi, for each value x;[23]: 
p(Xi) = P[X = Xi] jar i = 1, 2, 3, ... , n (4.2) 
It satisfies the following conditions: 
• 0 :S P(Xi) :S 1 for i = 1, 2, 3, ... , n 
• L::i p(x;) = 1 
The cumulative distribution function, F( x), of a discrete random variable X is 
found by summing the probabilities P[X :S x]. 
B. Probability Density Functions 
The probability distribution function of a continuous random variable is a function 
which can be integrated to obtain the probability that the random variable takes a 
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value in a given interval and is called the probability density function. 1Iore formally, the 
probability density function, f(x), of a continuous random variable X is the derivative 
of the cumulative distribution function F(x) [23]: 
d f(x) = dxF(x) (4.3) 
It follows that: 
lb f(x)dx = F(b) - F(a) = P[a < X < b] ( 4.4) 
If f(x) is a probability density function then it must obey two conditions: 
• that the total probability for all possible values of the continuous random variable 
X is 1: 
• that the probability density function can never be negative: f (x) > 0 for all x. 
4.2 Visual Techniques 
4.2.1 Histogram 
A histogram is simply a graph of grouped (binned) data in which the number of values 
in each bin is represented by the area of a rectangular box. Histograms are used to 
identify the shape, location and scale of the distribution of data sets. Histograms show 
the presence of symmetry, peakedness, outliers and heavy tails. A histogram requires a 
bin width. The bin width is the range of values in each group or bin of a histogram. A 
poor choice of bin size results in loss of information or over-sensitivity to small changes 
in the data distribution. There are three commonly used rules for bin width calculation: 
the Surges rule, the Friedman/Diaconis rule and the Scott rule[22]. 
4.2.2 Empirical Cumulative Distribution Function (ECDF) 
An ECDF, for each potential value x in a given data set, is equal to the probability 
that observations are less than or equal to x. Note that an ECDF is the same as the 
cumulative distribution function defined in Section 4.1.2 except that it is based on a 
data set. An ECDF is considered to be a visual tool because it is usually in the form 
of a graph. 
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4.3 Data Statistics 
Having mentioned visual displays as a way of gaining an intuitive idea of the data being 
analyzed, in this section we discuss the second way. This approach involves computing 
a few" key" numbers which summarize a given data set. The aim is to reduce a large 
batch of data to just a few numbers which can be grasped simultaneously, and help in 
the understanding of the important features of the data set[23]. 
4.3.1 Ratio and Frequency Table 
A. Ratio 
A ratio is a comparison of two numbers. It is the relationship between two groups or 
values, which expresses how much bigger one is than the other. For example, in this 
study we are interested in the ratio of the number of read operations to the number of 
write operations in the storage system workloads. 
B. Frequency Table 
A frequency table is a table which is constructed by dividing a data set, say inter-arrival 
times for I/O requests, into intervals or bins, and counting the number of values in each 
interval. The actual number of values as well as the percentage of values in each interval 
are shown. A frequency table can also be a data listing that lists the frequency of each 
value in a data set. The frequency table actually provides most of the information 
shown in a histogram[23]. 
4.3.2 Five Number Summary 
The five number summary is based on the idea of ranking the quantitative items in 
a sorted data set. Let's say we have n items in a data set (Xl, X2, x3, ... , xn). 
The first number is said to have rank 1, the second smallest rank 2, ... , the largest 
rank n. The smallest item Xl is called the minimum and the largest, X n , is called the 
maximum. The number whose rank is (n + 1)/2 is called the median and denoted as 
X m . If n is odd, the median is the middle number. If n is even, then the median 
is the average of "two middle numbers" in the data set. The number whose rank is 
l = (1m l + 1)/2 is called the lower quartile and the number whose rank is u = n ~ l + 1 
is called the upper quartile. These five-numbers (minimum, lower quartile, median, 
upper quartile, maximum), called the five-number s'ummary and usually written from 
smallest to largest as (Xl, Xl, Xm , Xu, x n ), provide useful summary of a data set[23]. 
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For example if we have (512,1,025,8,192,25,400,32,832) as a five-number summary 
of a data set of I/O request sizes in bytes. This tells us that: 
• Half the I/O request sizes are less 8,192 bytes and half are greater than 8,192 
bytes, because 8,192 is the median . 
• Half the I/O request sizes are between 1,025 and 25,100 bytes, because these two 
I/O request sizes are the lower and upper quartiles. 
Besides the five-number summary there are two important types of data items that 
need to be considered, the Outliers and Strays. These are basically extreme values in 
the data set. The Outliers are defined as those observations which are greater than[23] 
(4.5) 
or less than 
(4.6) 
Less outlying values called the Strays are those observations which are not outliers 
but are greater than[23] 
(4.7) 
or less than 
( 4.8) 
4.3.3 Measures of Location and Spread 
A measure of location is a statistic that locates the "middle", in some sense, of a data 
set[23]. For example, given a set of I/O request inter-arrival times, we should use the 
measure of location to answer the question: What is the typical inter-arrival time of I/O 
requests? Two most important measures of location are the median and the mean[23]. 
A measure of spread is a statistic that gives the extent of variability in the data set. In 
the following sections we discuss the mean and then some measures of spread. 
A. Mean 
The sample mean, which is considered to the most important measure of location, is 
found by adding together all the values in the data set, and dividing the total by n, 
the numher of items in the data set. The mean is defined to he[23]: 
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1 n 
X = - LXi 
n i=l 
( 4.9) 
B. Range and Inter-quartile Range 
Two measures of spread can be defined from the five-number summary. They are the 
range R, defined as: 
R = Xn - Xl (4.10) 
and the inter-quartile range I, defined as: 
I = Xu - Xl (4.11) 
The range is unreliable as a measure of spread because it depends only on the smallest 
and the largest values in the data set, and thus is sensitive to the outlying values, unlike 
the inter-quartile range[23]. 
c. Sample Variance and Sample Standard Deviation 
Two important measures of spread are the sample variance and the sample standard 
deviation. The variance, denoted by, s2, is defined as: 
2 1 ~ 2 
S = -- ~(Xi - x) 
n - 1 i=1 
(4.12) 
In other words, it is the sum of the squared differences between each data value and 
the mean divided by the n - 1, where n is the sample size. The standard deviation, 
denoted by s, is the square root of the variance. The sample standard deviation is 
sometimes expressed as a fraction of the sample mean, in which case it is known as a 
coefficient of variation. Coefficient of variation (CV) is defined as: 
cv= ~ 
x 
4.3.4 Sample Skewness and Kurtosis 
A. Sample skewness 
( 4.13) 
Sample Skewness is a measure of symmetry, or more precisely, the lack of symmetry. 
A distribution, or data set, is symmetric if it looks the same to the left and right of the 
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center point. Sample skewness of a distribution is defined as[25]: 
n _ 
71 2)Xi - X)3 
(n-1)(71-2)i=1 s ( 4.14) 
where n > 2 is the number of values in a data set for a variable, Xi is the ith value, x 
is the sample mean, and s is the sample standard deviation. If the coefficient of skew is 
greater than 0 then, we term the distribution to be positively skewed or vise versa[25]. 
B. Sample Kurtosis 
Sample kurtosis is a measure of whether the data are peaked or flat relative to a normal 
distribution. That is, data sets with high kurtosis tend to have a distinct peak near the 
mean, decline rather rapidly, and have heavy tails. Data sets with low kurtosis tend to 
have a flat top near the mean rather than a sharp peak. 
Sample kurtosis of a distribution is defined as[26]: 
71(n + 1) n (Xi - X)4 _ 3(n - 1)2 
(71 - l)(n - 2)(71 - 2) ~ S (71 - 2)(n - 2) ( 4.15) 
where n > 3. 
For the normal distribution, the coefficient of kurtosis is always 3. Therefore an 
alternative definition for coefficient of kurtosis is subtracting 3 from the value obtained 
from Equation 4.15. This implies that the coefficient of kurtosis in effect measures 
departure from normality, i.e., negative values corresponding to flatter than normal 
distribution, and positive values to distributions which are more peaked and heavy 
tailed than the normal[24]. Note that the histogram is an Jffective graphical technique 
for showing both the skewness and kurtosis of data sets. 
4.3.5 Tail Index 
The tail index is a statistic that is used to determine how heavy tailed a distribution 
is. A heavy tailed distribution is a distribution for which the upper part or "tail" of 
the distribution declines according to a power rate rather than an exponential rate. 
Distributions commonly used to model network characteristics such as the exponential 
and normal distributions have tails which decline exponentially or faster. Heavy tailed 
distributions have tails that decline slower than these distributions which result in 
greater degree of variability in the size of observations. In heavy tailed distributions, 
the probability of larger observations occurring is relatively high. \Ve say that a random 
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variable X follows a heavy-tailed distribution with tail index ex if 
P[X > x] '" c:r~O:, a.s x ----> 00, 0 < ex < 2, ( 4.16) 
where c is a positive constant, and where'" means the ratio of the two sides tends to 
1 as x ----> 00. This distribution has infinite variance, and if ex S; 1 it has an infinite mean. 
Smaller values of ex imply heavier tails. Heavy tailed behavior can also be detected in a 
data set by inspecting the data set's complementary cumulative distribution function 
which is defined as[22]: 
P[X > x] = F(x) = 1 - F(.r), ( 4.17) 
where F(x) is the cumulative distribution function F(x) = P[X S; x]. 
4.3.6 Correlation Coefficient and Autocorrelation Function 
Quite typically, a single observation of the real world will result in a collection of mea-
surements, which can be expressed as a vector of observations describing the outcome 
of the experiment. For example, in our study we have measurements like request sizes, 
inter-arrival times and logical seek distances of I/O requests. 
It is usually necessary to determine the relationships among the different parameters 
in an experiment. The correlation coefficient is a statistic used to test for independence 
between any two given data sets. The correlation coefficient is a quantity which is 
denoted by r. It takes values between -1 and + 1. The sign of r indicates whether the 
relationship between two variables involved is positive or negative. The absolute value 
of r, ignoring the sign, gives P. measure of the strength of the association hetween the 
variables. The further Irl is from zero, the stronger the relationship. The correlation 
coefficient takes the value 0 only if the two random variables are unrelated[25, 23]. 
The formula for calculating the correlation coefficient r from two random variahles 
(Xl, yd, (X2' Y2), ... , (xn, Yn), where the means of the x-values and the y-values are x 
and y and their standard deviations are .sx and .sy, respectively, is[25]: 
(4.18) 
where n is the size of the data set. 
The autocorrelation of a random variable X is simply the correlation of the process 
against a time-shifted version of itself. The magnitude of the shift is called the lag. 
The autocorrelation function is used to test for independence between time instances 
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of a random variable and is defined as[26]: 
(4.19) 
where Tn is the lag and n is the size of the data set. 
The autocorrelation value, like the coefficient of correlation, will vary between -1 and 
+ 1, with values near 1 and -1 indicating stronger correlation. For many random vari-
ables the value r(l) is particularly significant. If a random variable is autocorrelated 
the autocorrelation is often greatest at a lag of 1. Thus ESSWA calculates r(l) for 
any given data set. For a data set that is not autocorrelated, Ir(l)1 < 2/JTi at 95% 
confidence level[22]. 
4.3.7 Goodness-of-fit Statistic 
A goodness-of-fit statistic is used to determine the conformity of the observed data's 
empirical distribution function with a theoretical distribuLon function. In other words 
it is a measure of how well observed data conform to a specified, expected, or theoretical 
probability distribution function. A number of goodness-of-fit tests exist. These include 
the chi-square test, Anderson Darling test and the ,\2 Discrepancy measure. In this 
section we give more details about the ,\2 discrepancy statistic which we implemented 
in ESS\\'A for finding probability distribution functions fitting some of the workload 
parameter data sets. Pederson and Johnson defined the ,\2 discrepancy statistic in the 
paper" Estimating Model Discrepancy" as[22]: 
);2 = _X_2_-_K_-_d,-:t 
N -1 
(4.20) 
where N is the sample size and df is defined as n - r - 1, where n is the number of 
bins and r the number of model constants estimated from the data. Assuming that 
Y = (Yl , Y2, Y3, ... , Yn) is a multinomial random variable withp = (PI, P2, P2, ... , Pn) 
denoting a hypothesized vector for Y, then[22] 
K = t (1"; - Npi) 
i=l NPi 
(4.21 ) 
and 
(4.22) 
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As can be seen from Equation 4.20, the ).2 statistic is based on the X2 goodness-of-fit 
statistic. The). 2 and X2 statistics are both based on binning techniques, and measure 
the magnitude of departure of empirical data from a distributional model. 
The ).2 discrepancy measure has a number of advantages over the other goodness-
of-fit tests. It has been found that for smaller data sets the ).2 statistic is less biased 
and has smaller variance than the X2 statistic[27]. Other than that, the). 2 statistic can 
be used when dealing with large data sets whereas other statistics e.g. the Anderson 
Darling and the X2 statistics, cannot. Another advantage of the ).2 statistic is that it 
can be used to compare the goodness-of-fit tests performed on data sets with different 
sample sizes. This is not possible with the X2 statistic and the Anderson Darling 
statistic. The).2 statistic can be used to compare results from tests performed on data 
sets of different sizes because the sample size and number of bins are taken into account 
in the calculation of the statistic[22]. 
The ).2 statistic can take on any real value. On one hand, negative values indicate 
a perfect fit between the given probability distribution function and the data set. On 
the other hand, the closer the positive value is to zero the better the fit. Therefore 
positive values close to zero indicate a better fit while large positive values indicate 
a lack of fit. Note that the conclusions drawn based on this statistic are not always 
right because this test is not infallible. Therefore further analysis of the data should be 
done to ascertain the match[22]. ESSWA, to accomplish this, is able to generate a data 
set of random values following the best fitting probability distribution function using 
parameter values, such as the mean value, estimated from the data set being analyzed 
and then draw the cumulative distribution functions for the two data sets. This allows 
the user to see how well the probability function said to be the best fit, matches the 
real data set. 
4.4 Theoretical Distribution Function Parameter 
Section 4.3 investigates measures of location and spread for samples of data. There 
are equivalent concepts for probability distribution functions of random variables. The 
most important parameters of location and spread for random variables are given the 
same names, the mean also known as the expected value, and the variance. The mean 
and variance of a random variable are theoretical because they are calculated from the 
probability functions and not from a data set. The formulae defining the mean and the 
variance of a random variable are different from the formula which defined the sample 
mean, denoted as x and sample variance, denoted as s2 [23]. 
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4.4.1 Theoretical Mean 
Like the sample mean, the expected value (or mean) of a random variable indicates its 
average or central value. It is a useful summary value of the variable's distribution. 
Stating the expected value gives a general impression of the behavior of some random 
variable without giving full details of its probability mass function (if it is discrete) or 
its probability density function (if it is continuous). 
Two random variables with the same expected value can have very different dis-
tributions. There are other useful descriptive measures which affect the shape of the 
distribution, for example the variance. The expected value of a random variable X is 
symbolized by E(X) or ~L. 
If X is a discrete random variable with possible values Xl, X2, X3, ... , Xn, and p(Xi) 
denotes P[X = Ii], then the expected value of X is defined as: 
n 
~L = E(X) = L IiP(X;) ( 4.23) 
i=l 
where the elements are summed over all values of the random variable X. 
If X is a continuous random variable with probability density function f(x), then 
the expected value of X is defined as: 
~ = E(X) = I: xf(x)dx (4.24) 
4.4.2 Theoretical Variance 
Like the sample variance, the theoretical variance of a random variable is a non-negative 
number which gives an idea of how widely spread the values of the random variable are 
likely to be; the larger the variance, the more scattered the observations on average. 
The variance gives an impression of how closely concentrated around the expected value 
the distribution is; it is a measure of the 'spread' of a distribution about its average 
value. Variance is symbolized by V (X) or V ar( X) or a 2 . The variance of the random 
variable X is defined to be: 
a 2 = Var(X) = E(X - E(X))2 = E(X2) - E(X)2 (4.25) 
where E(X) is the expected value of the random variable X. 
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4.5 Modelling Methodology 
A number of probability distribution functions have proved useful as models for a large 
variety of practical problems in science, engineering and elsewhere. In this study we 
are interested in deriving models, in form of probability distribution functions, for the 
storage system workload parameters. ESSWA provides statistics, given the workload 
parameter data sets, which can be used to formulate the models for the workload 
parameters. These models can in turn be used to generate synthetic workloads for 
storage system evaluation using simulations. 
4.5.1 Modelling Continuous Parameters 
Probability density functions and mass functions are used to model parameters which 
can be defined as continuous and discrete random variables respectively. Among all 
the workload parameters that we considered, only the inter-arrival time of I/O requests 
can take on continuous values. ESSWA computes the ,\,2 discrepancy statistic for use 
in finding the probability density function which fits a given data set of inter-arrival 
times. The probability distribution functions it tests against are the normal, lognormal, 
exponential, gamma, beta, Weibull and Pareto probability density functions. We only 
considered these statistical mathematical families because, with the exception of the 
exponential and normal probability density functions, they can model heavy tailed 
empirical distributions. Recent studies, such as [1], has shown that storage system 
traffic can be heavy tailed, bursty and, like web server and network traffic, appears to 
exhibit self-similar characteristics. It is also important to note that these probability 
density functions are usually used as workload models especially that, together they 
represent a wide variety of possible shapes[22]. Table 4.1 (taken from [22]) presents 
functions and parameters associated with these seven probability distributions. 
Lourens[22] implemented a function in R programming language for calculating the 
,\,2 discrepancy statistic in his study which involved finding mathematical models for 
web traffic parameters, such as inter-session time and web user request inter-arrival 
time, for simulation. As already mentioned, the ,.\2 discrepancy measure is a statistic 
which relies on the binning of data. Since the size chosen for the bin affects the accu-
racy of the statistic, the function uses well known techniques to accurately calculate 
bin widths. These techniques calculate bins for skewed distributions differently from 
symmetric distributions. The function also uses the method of maximum likelihood es-
timation to obtain likelihood estimates for probability density function parameters[22] 
(see Table 4.2). 
We incorporated this function in ESSWA. ESSWA, given a data set of inter-arrival 
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Distribution Distribution General Density Function 
Family Parameters 
Exponential /1, a le-(x-I') x > f-L' (Y , 0'>0 
Weibull /1, 
" a 
2(~)'Y-l (:iT l'l)~ e n 
a a 
X> /1; ,> 0; 0'>0 
_( (loy(£-8)-,)<) 
Lognormal B, (, a e 2a 2 X :2: B: (> 0; 0'>0 (x-e)O'V21f 
_( (X-I') )) 
~ormal /1, a e 2a 2 0'>0 0'-/271' 
Beta a, (3, a, b 1 (x-a)" (b-x)i ·1 B(a,!3)(b-a)<>+,1 1 
a < x < b; a> 0: ;3> 0 
Gamma /1, 
" 
a 2_1_(~)'Y-l (:!:.=1!.) arb) a e n 
x> /1; a> 0; ,>0 
Pareto a, (3 (3O'j:!x oj:! -1 x:2: a; 0'>0 
Table 4.1: Probability density functions used in this study and their parameters 
times, uses it to compute the >,2 discrepancy statistic for pach of the seven probability 
density functions and then picks the one with the smallest value as the best match. 
4.5.2 Modelling Discrete Parameters 
For workload parameters that can be defined as discrete, ESSWA provides statistics 
that can be used to formulate probability mass functions. These parameters include 
the logical volume number, request size, logical seek distance, operation type and par-
allelism degree. Probability mass functions require that we state the probability of 
having a particular discrete value. The following section describes how we determined 
the probabilities while the next section explains the binomial distribution function. We 
used this function to model one of the storage system workload parameters. 
A. Determining Probability 
Suppose an identical experiment is conducted N times, ,~nd let !l1 be the number of 
times that the event E is observed to occur. We can define the probability of E by[24]: 
( 4.26) 
B. Binomial Distribution Function 
The binomial distribution may be used as a probability model in situations in which 
the following conditions are satisfied [23] : 
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Probability Density Function Maximum Likelihood Estimator 
Exponential & = ~ L:r=1 Xi = X 
Wei bull i = [(L:r=1 x;logxi)(L:r=1 x7)-I-
-1 L:n l ]-1 71. i=1 ogXi 
• 1 
& = [71.- 1 L:r=1 x7l ~ for fixed 11 = 0 
Lognormal For Zi = log(Xi - (;I) : 
( 1 L:n -
= - '-1 Zi = Z n L-
~ [( 1)-1 L:n ( -)2]1 a = n - ,j=1 Zj - Z 2 
Normal ~ -1. L:n -f1 - n i=1 Xi - X 
a = [(71. _1)-1 L:'j=I(Xj - x)2]~ 
Beta 'Ij;(&) - 'Ij;(& + (3) = k L:r=llogn}~~) 
'Ij;(~) - 'Ij;(o: +~) = k L:~~llog(bb-=-)~') 
Gamma 1 L:n ~ A n i=1 Xi = a 
1 L:n l - l ~ r'(x) n i=1 nXi - nO' + r(x) 
for fixed f1 = 0 
Pareto 0: = min(xi) 
~ = n[L:r=1 log(7:" )]-1 
Table 4.2: Maximum likelihood estimators 
• We have a random experiment with exactly two outcomes, one of which we can 
label" success", and the other" failure" . 
e.g., An I/O request can either be a read (i.e., taken as a "success") or write 
(taken as a "failure") operation. 
• The random experiment is repeated 71. times, 71. 2: 1. The outcome on anyone 
repetition is not influenced by the outcome on any other repetition. e.g., if the op-
erating system makes n = 1,000 I/O requests to the storage system, the operation 
type (i.e., either a read or write) of the requests must not be autocorrelated. 
• The probability of success remains constant from trial to trial. 
If we have n independent trials, each trial has two outcomes, success or failure, and 
P[success] = p for all trials. Let the random variable X be the number of successes in 
n trials. Then X has the binomial distribution, and p(x) = P[X = x] is given by the 
probability mass function[23]: 
p(X) (~)pX(l - p)n-x for X = 0, 1, 2, ... , nand 
o otherwise ( 4.27) 
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In the above example, X is the number of read operations and because there are 
1,000 I/O requests, x can assume one of the values 0, 1, 2, 3, ... , 1,000, and X is 
therefore an example of a discrete random variable. 
The binomial process occurs in many contexts. From an industrial or commercial 
perspective, one of the most binomial processes occurs in the field of quality. In par-
ticular, the binomial probability distribution provides probability models for deciding 
whether or not a consignment of goods meets the desired specifications[23]. In our 
work we used the binomial distribution to model I/O operation type which can either 
be read or write. 
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Chapter 5 
Storage System Workload 
Analyzers 
There are a number of studies involving storage workload analysis and characterization 
using file system and storage system workload traces. These efforts have used custom 
built programs for the tasks at hand. Each study has developed individual tools for 
variolls analysis tasks, such as appending and filtering traces, but none has integrated 
these tasks into a single analysis system. 
Despite the fact that the majority of storage workload analysis and characterization 
studies use ad hoc solutions for trace analysis, a number of trace analysis tools have 
been described in literature including [18, 28, 29, 30]. These tools read, filter and 
analyze trace data, and provide facilities for data visualization. 
In this chapter, we discuss ESSWA, the tool we developed for analyzing storage 
system workloads. We start off by discussing a similar tool, called Rubicon[18] in 
Section 5.1, which is a general tool for workload analysis and then discuss ESSWA 
from the programmer's point of view in Section 5.2 and from a user point of view in 
Section 5.3. Finally we compare and contrast Rubicon with ESSWA in Section 5.4. 
5.1 Rubicon 
Rubicon was developed by Alistair and Kim of Hewlett Packard Laboratories for the 
characterization of I/O workloads. In general, Rubicon reads a sequence of I/O trace 
records, performs some analysis on them, and outputs the result of the analysis. The 
results include data statistics such as the average values for workload parameter data 
sets. This tool provides a rich set of operations on I/O traces, and was designed to be 
easily extended through the addition of new analysis functions and reporting methods. 
49 
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5.1.1 Motivation 
The developers of Rubicon identified a number of drawbacks with other workload 
analysis tools. This is because these tools do not provide the following features and 
capabilities[18] : 
A. Partitioning of the Trace 
Alistair and Kim observed that many analysis tools do not effectively partition traces 
into separate parts for processing. This can be necessary for many reasons, including 
studying the workload on each logical volume, examining various time-slices of the 
trace, or singling out the I/O requests caused by a single operation type. This leads 
to complicated analysis code, leading to longer analysis process and multiple files that 
need to be organized, or poorly structured code that is often difficult to maintain or 
modify for a related, but different, task[18]. 
B. Extendability 
The second issue is how to incorporate new types of analysis. In this case, there are two 
options; the new functionality must either be incorporated into the original program, or 
a new program developed. Again at some later point in time if another type of analysis 
is desired, the same decision must be made. Alistair and Kim noted that over time, 
this results in unnecessarily large and complex programs, or in a multitude of smaller 
programs, each of which contains some functionality identical to, but separated from, 
its parent. In either case, the maintenance and development problems associated with 
the code base are made worse[l8]. 
C. Multiple Types of Output 
Another problem noted is that most of the other analysis tools provide only one type of 
output. But some users may have a need for the same analysis results to be presented 
and used in different ways. Most systems use separate programs for the conversion of 
results, when what is really required is a tool that can, when necessary, simultaneously 
generate different output formats from the same set of internal results. Again, this 
raises the issue of one program against many[18]. 
D. Results Staging 
Fourthly, one stage of analysis or processing might depend on a second. Once again, in 
most tools this is typically accomplished through the use of several different programs. 
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Although this can be an effective technique, Alistair and Kim observed that it tends 
to complicate the analysis environment[18]. 
E. Configurability of the Analysis Tool 
The last issue pointed out by Alistair and Kim, is that of incorporating information 
about the details of the storage configuration for the machine on which the trace is 
gathered. These details, say about the logical and physical storage devices in the 
system, are vital for the correct interpretation of the trace records. They suggested 
that any analysis tool must be easily configurable for many different system layouts. 
\Vithout this capability, the user is faced with the development of customized code for 
every system on which the workload analysis must be performed[18]. 
5.1.2 Requirements for Workload Analysis Tools 
Based on the above mentioned issues, Alistair and Kim canie up with some requirements 
for a generic workload characterization system. Thus they developed Rubicon with 
these requirements in mind. These requirements are[18]: 
• Single image: there must be a single program and source base. 
• Trace manipulation: there must be built-in primitives for manipulating I/O 
traces, particularly for filtering. 
• Configurability: the system components must be easily and dynamically (re)configured 
for different target systems or analysis. 
• Multiple report formats: the system must have the ability to report results 
in several different formats, independent of the analysis performed. 
• Extensibility: the system must allow new analysis algorithms and reporting 
formats to be easily incorporated. 
• Staged analysis: the system must allow the results of one analysis stage to be 
fed into another. 
• Efficiency: the final system must not be significantly more expensive in exe-
cution time than the comparable special-purpose program for the same analysis 
task. 
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5.1.3 Design of Rubicon 
Rubicon was developed in C++ and is made up of objects that can be combined 
in different ways to perform various analysis tasks, and which together satisfy the 
requirements specified in Section 5.1.2. The following sections describe these objects. 
A. Analysis Objects 
Each of the analysis objects in Rubicon performs a separate function on the trace 
records. These objects are connected in a directed acyclic graph, with the trace records 
entering at a designated root, flowing through each of the nodes, and terminating in 
analysis objects. There are four of these base object types[18]: 
• Analyzers: Analyzers do most of the work in Rubicon, given a stream of records, 
they analyze those records and store their results for future use. The current ver-
sion of Rubicon has approximately fifty different types of analyzers, that perform 
many different types of analysis ranging from simple rate measurement (number 
of I/O requests per second) to correlations between I/O request streams, spatial 
and temporal locality measures and self-similarity properties[18]. 
• Multiplexors: Multiplexors read trace records and multiplex these to several 
outputs. Multiplexors are used to create multiple flows of records, so that different 
types of analysis can be done on each record stream. As such, they essentially 
serve as connectors between the components of the other types. 
• Filters: Filters read a stream of trace records, and output selected records, based 
on a filter specification. Filters are used to select out subsets of the full trace for 
analysis. A typical use is to combine multiplexors and filters to generate a number 
of logical trace record streams, say one for each disk on a machine. 
• Transformers: Transformers perform simple transformations on trace records. 
The most frequently used transformer in the current Rubicon system transforms 
the logical volume offset specified in the trace to a physical storage device offset. 
B. Result Manipulation Objects 
The objects described above handle the flow and analysis of records. The following set 
of objects are used to store and manipulate the results[18]: 
• Attributes: Attributes store the results calculated by analyzers. Typically, 
though not necessarily, such results are named sets or tables of numeric results. 
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• Flows: Flows store the attributes calculated by a set of related analyzers. In the 
most common Rubicon configurations, each flow typically represents the analysis 
for a different storage device. Flows provide the interface through which attributes 
can be communicated to different parts of the system . 
• Reporters: Reporters transform the results stored III attributes into the desired 
output format(s). Given the raw data and structuring information stored in an 
attribute, reporters generate output in the desired format. They are reporters 
that generate flat data files, gnuplot input files (for graph generation) and spread-
sheets. 
5.1.4 Trace Collection 
Rubicon mainly uses I/O traces gathered from systems running HP-UX. The HP-UX 
kernel contains a number of internal instrumentation points. Through a specialized 
interface, it is possible to obtain complete information on all system calls and on a 
number of important events in the internal kernel interfaces. One of these trace points 
is located at the internal block I/O interface. Alistair and Kim developed a tool to 
record information at this interface on all I/O requests that are issued and store this 
information in a trace file. Each record in the trace file cC:ltains values for the various 
parameters measured [18]. 
5.2 ESSWA 
In our study, our aim was to develop a storage system workload analyzer that does not 
only meet the requirements outlined in Section 5.1.2 upon which Rubicon is based but 
which is also more user-friendly, and uses a proven and stable statistical environment. 
A tool that is better than all the tools we encountered in literature. 
In this section we describe ESSWA from a programmer's perspective. Since we 
implemented the functions of ESSWA to perform various analysis tasks in R language 
and environment, we give a brief introduction to R before talking about ESSWA in 
detail. 
5.2.1 R language and Environment 
R is a language and environment for statistical computing and graphics. It is a GNU 
project and is similar to another language and environment called S which was devel-
oped at Bell Laboratories by John Chambers et al[31]. 
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R provides a wide variety of statistical techniques including linear and nonlinear 
modelling, classical statistical tests, time-series analysis, classification, clustering, and 
graphical techniques, and is highly extensible. R provides an Open Source route to 
participation in research involving statistical methodology. The S language is often the 
vehicle of choice in such research but is not free. 
Advantages of Using R 
Using R offers some advantages some of which are not offered by other programming 
languages like C, C++, Java and S, and statistical software like Sand Statistica[31]. 
Some of the advantages of R are that it[31]: 
• is available as free software under the terms of the Free Software Foundation's 
GNU General Public License. 
• compiles and runs on a wide variety of UNIX platforms and similar systems 
(including FreeBSD and Linux), Windows and MacOS. 
• allows users to easily produce well-designed publication-quality plots, including 
mathematical symbols and formulae where needed. 
• is an integrated suite of software facilities for data manipulation, calculation and 
graphical display. It is a fully planned and coherent system, rather than an 
incremental buildup of very specific and inflexible tools, as is frequently the Cclse 
with other data analysis software. It includes: 
an effective data handling and storage facility, 
a suite of operators for calculations on arrays, in particular matrices, 
a large, coherent, integrated collection of intermediate tools for data analysis, 
graphical facilities for data analysis and display either on-screen or on hard 
copy, and 
a well-developed, simple and effective programming language which includes 
conditionals, loops, user-defined recursive functions and input and output 
facilities. 
• is designed around a true computer language and allows users to add functionality 
by defining new functions. For computationally-intensive tasks, C, C++ and 
Fortran code can be linked and called at run time. Furthermore, advanced users 
can write C code to manipulate R objects directly. 
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• can also be extended (easily) via packages. There are about eight packages sup-
plied with the R distribution and many more are available through the CRAN 
family of Internet sites l covering a very wide range of modern statistics. 
• has its own LaTeX-like documentation format, which is used to supply compre-
hensive documentation, both on-line in a number of formats and in hard copy. 
Because of these benefits, we decided to use R to implement the analysis tasks for 
ESSWA. 
5.2.2 ESSWA Design 
ESS\\'A is made up of two major components which communicate via an interface as 
shown in Figure 5.l. The first component is a front-end GUI implemented using Visual 
Basic .NET. \Ve chose this integrated development environment because of its features 
that enable one to easily develop robust and acceptable GUIs. 
The second component is a collection of functions (Le., the back-end) implemented 
in R to perform various analysis tasks. The front-end basically calls the functions in 
the back-end to calculate various statistics for the workload parameter data sets. How-
ever, to visually display the data sets in form of histograms or cumulative distribution 
functions, the front-end directly calls R generic functions. 
Next we discuss what constitutes the ESS\VA back-end, the interface between the 
ESSWA front- and back-end, and the ESSWA front-end. 
A. Back-end 
The ESSWA back-end is a single program which consists of a number of functions listed 
in Appendix A. These include functions, given a data set, that calculate the following 
statistics: 
• five number summary (minimum value, lower quartile, median, upper quartile, 
maximum value), 
• coefficient of variation, 
• coefficient of kurtosis, 
• coefficient of skew, 
• upper outlier limit, 
1 http://cran.r-project.org/ 
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Front end (Visual 
Basic .NET) 
i 
Interface (DCOM) 
Back end (R) 
Figure 5.1: Interaction between ESSWA front-end and back-end 
• lower outlier limit, 
• coefficient of correlation for different data sets, 
• tail index, 
• goodness-of-fit statistic and 
• autocorrelation value. 
B. Interface between Front- and Back-end 
For the interface between R and Visual Basic .NET, we used the Distributed Component 
Object Model (DC OM) software. DC OM is a standard Windows mechanism used 
for communication between Windows applications on the same machine or different 
machines. One application is run as DC OM back-end which offers services to the 
front-end calling application. The services are described in a Type Library and are 
(more or less) language-independent. Therefore the calling application can be written 
in C, C++, Visual Basic, Perl, Python, etc. The basic R distribution is not a DC OM 
back-end, so we used some currently available add-ons that interface directly with R 
or R programs and provide a DC OM back-end. The two packages we used are called 
DCOMServer and RDCOM and are described in [32]. 
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Figure 5.2: ESSWA Front-end object classes 
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C. Front-end 
ESSWA front-end is made up of a number of objects belonging to a number of classes. 
Figure 5.2 shows the Unified Modelling Language (UML) class diagrams of these classes 
and their relationships. From the diagram we can see that there are ten classes and 
that an object belonging to the trace file class is made up of eight objects of the classes: 
logical volume numbers, inter-arrival t'imes, request s'izes, operation types, logical seek 
distances, parallelism degrees, timestamps and start addresses. We can also see that 
the class Back-end proxy is an interface class. 
The eight classes which comprise the trace file class have member variables to store 
corresponding data sets from trace files. For example, the inter-arrival times class has 
a member variable (i.e., an array of real numbers) to store inter-arrival times from a 
trace file. Each of the eight classes implements a number of methods which in turn 
simply call functions in the back-end to manipulate the data sets stored in their member 
variables. The statistical tools and techniques used in the computations are discussed 
in Chapter 4. 
The trace file class implements five methods. When invoked, the first method 
reads a trace file and populates the eight objects which together make up a trace file 
object. For each unique timestamp in a trace file this method counts the number of I/O 
requests with that particular timestamp. The collection of these numbers are stored 
in the parallelism degree object. This method also generates inter-arrival times, by 
calculating the differences between consecutive timestamps, and logical seek distances, 
by calculating the differences between consecutive start addresses. The second method 
appends data from a trace file to the trace file object which is already populated. The 
third method calculates the tracing period using the values in timestamps object. The 
fourth method calculates the coefficient of correlation between any two data sets for 
different parameters. The fifth and last method filters a trace file retaining only data 
for the specified operation type and/or logical volume number. 
An object of type back-end proxy acts as an interface between the front-end and 
the back-end. This object handles the communication between the front- and back-end 
using the DCOM software. Implementing the communication in this way helped us to 
eliminate the need and task of writing the code to handle this communication in every 
method in the front-end which intends to communicate with the back-end. Therefore 
instead of calling the back-end functions directly, all methods wanting to interact with 
the back-end do this indirectly through the back-end proxy object. This object is 
instantiated the first time a trace file is read. 
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5.3 Using ESSWA 
This section describes ESSWA from the user viewpoint. It explains how to install, run 
and interact with ESS\VA to analyze storage system workload traces. It also discusses 
ESS\VA's robustness and resource requirements in terms of memory and CPU time. 
5.3.1 Installing ESSWA 
The following steps must be taken to install ESSWA: 
• Install the R interpreter. The installation file for R can be downloaded through 
the CRAN family of Internet sites. 
• Install the DCOMServer and RDCOM packages for the DCOM interface. These 
packages are also available for downloading through the CRAN family of Internet 
sites. 
• Run the R analysis program listed in Appendix A on the R console to create the 
ESSWA back-end. 
• Install the .NET engine which can be downloaded through the ?-.Iicrosoft website2 . 
This engine is needed to run the ESSWA front-end GUI. 
• Install the ESSWA front-end GUI. We have created a Windows setup file for 
the GUI. This setup file should be double clicked to begin the installation. When 
the installation begins, the person performing the installation will be prompted to 
specify the folder in which to install the front-end. Once this folder is specified, the 
installation process proceeds to completion. \Vhen the installation is completed, 
an icon for the GUI is created in the installation folder. 
5.3.2 Running ESSWA 
The user must click on the GUI icon created in the installation folder to run the GUI. 
\Vhen the GUI starts, the main window appears with two menus; Trace File and 
Analysis as shown in Figure 5.3. Each of them has in turn a number of menu items 
which the user can use to read, append and filter trace files, and to carry out workload 
analysis tasks as described below. 
2 http://www.microsoft.com/downloads/ details.aspx?Family Id=262D25E3- F589-4842-815 7-
034D1E7CF3A3&displaylang=en 
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Figure 5.3: ESSWA main window 
5.3.3 ESSWA Tasks 
A. Input Tasks 
The tasks of reading, appending and filtering trace files are performed using the Trace 
File menu. Under this menu, there are three menu items; Read Trace File, Append 
Trace Pile and Filter Trace Pile used for the following tasks, respectively: 
• Reading a trace file. When the user clicks on the Read Trace File menu item, 
the parameter window shown in Figure 5.4 appears. On this window, the user 
must specify the following before the system reads the trace file: 
for each of the workload parameter shown in the window, the position of 
the corresponding field in the trace file. A value of zero should be entered 
against the parameter whose corresponding field is missing in the trace file. 
the delimiting character of the fields in the trace file. The character can 
either be entered or selected from a list provided. 
the words (e.g., "write" and " read") used to indicate whether a given record 
in the trace file is for a read or write operation. The words can either be 
entered or selected from a list provided. 
After entering the above details, the user should click on a button at the bottom 
of the window to read the trace file. When this button is clicked, the system 
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<",,''''~ '''~;..,.; Fo 3 
Fig",e ,),5. j.'i!t ,'r t,,,"", fil,' windo". 
Hie \0 complet.c the t,,;;k 
B. Aualysis T""'ks 
Th(' '~"'r TTlll" 11," Ilt(, An{jI!I';~ lll(,IlLI Oll the r",,,1 eller, "",," '"';'i{I'J~' to ",wil'"e Ihe 
,,-mHo,,,l r<i'lt,sellku by the trace file which has 1men read ' I'hi ' TTl,'nu ),,'"' ,.'wn 
m,'nll itell" ; 'nlor' /ln'';''',,! Ti""',,. Lo'!u,til Volm", Su","'''''. 11",,"",/ Size,. Logical ,(ok 
DT;/uncn Oprmiif,n T~f"" ' . P/J)'(;J[,h"1r! Dey',.,,,, ~"u {'m','"I,JI'imi. TIle ,,><'1 lllu"L click 
oll ()[~. of I.!le jjrill oi" m.'nu itellls to corry Ollt ",,,,iy,is of the wo,kh,t\ ill \"n l" of 
the N,,!,,,,ti\"(' p"""lll('ter ~"u Ule Con',.)"/,,," menu item 10 detennllie the rorre]ation 
belwcm, any two wo,kJo"J 1"' ''~lle'''L', 
• illter-nrriv,,1 t in",. \\"h"ll Ill(' Ll,,'r "Ii('ks OIl t.he hiler-tiT',.;",,1 Tir,,",' llietlH 
ilelj]. 0 window" pre,;cllted with" to,hl" oft h" kr,y d"t." ,t.~ti.'(t i ", I!M' the inter· 
,,,'ri,.,.1 t ime u!l.lO set "xcept the A' discrepancy 1·,JllO' , \h" bil md,">: "nd the' 
"utrxm",httioll ,,,Ir,e os , h"wn ill F il;Ule ',, 6, '1'ili, window aim provide< TTl"'" 
item' whid, (',m h,' ,,%d t" di,phy Ihe u~I,~ ocls fO!' imer-,miwrl timeo in form 
01 hi,top"'''" alL d ECDP, os illus\l'O'cu ill 1:"!,\ll'C ~.7 From t hi s wi ndow (h,' 
u"']' cau lIl0ve on. '"ing''' lI 1('nu it,"]ll, t,o the Il"xt (_ FiglLle ',};) whi<h prffi'nts 
th" ()Ihe] three o\at\,tic, . On th" windo". t.hr' b ,,,t tl",·" probahillty u("[Jilily 
Illncti"n" fitt in g ,.hr. illlel ~"]'i\"ol Lime Jola ><,1 are dispiaved tog"the' wit h th,' 
""tirTH.t,·d p'lr"ll~'t<~ ,"" lrl"" and th e COrl'COj)OllJiJ.l!' A" J''3Cfeponcy volur", Th i' 
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!',euemted (i_!'_ , "''''h Olle of tlw t hn'!' riata "'t8 following one ofthc three functiom) 
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dat~ ,et [Will the le&'e fil., T ni, "JI<",," In!' u"',' to Yi,ually confilm the mai('hC". 
• Logical ,,,Iume 11l!ll,IH'T . Wnl'" tl'" """ click, on the Lo<!,cai Volume Number 
menu item, the window illusttat ed ill Figl1re "_II i, \l.-e""llted with" fT!'llll""'Y 
t~ble of 1 he lc~i,'al \'(~ll"Le IlIH"b.". T hi, winrio,,; "Iso l)Tovlril"; m nCl oL, fo' ob-
tainin~ th!' a11tomrrciJtion vulues and the 1l1CnU it-CIlLS fot dmwillb , h. hi,topaJJ1' 
anti ECDFo fOI 1<,~i1-~1 .-ollllIle IllHLlh er d,,(a ,eh 
• Il "'l""st. ';7.", Tile H,,,,",,t Size mcnu ih' ln is used to ,maly"" the '''-I,''''t ,i"es 
of a workload, The n"t wiw low \l.-e.'"",t.ed when the ll"',. d ick< Of! t.hi, "'f'nU 
ite[l] proviril" t. lll' " "n" mu\i,tics for 'OXJ"cst ,flcs '" t l>O!'C for intel-atri"al timco 
.< nown in Figure -5 .6, From this wind .. w (h. u""r can mO\" oll t() Ih. n~.xl which 
ptc»onis a flC1_1uenc}' ",),le and ~tovid"" COlllwi-.; fm o),hillin!', the t~il index ,,-,,,I 
uutocortelat;oll "~ll1e lot the r"'-l'~" t "i<e d"t~ ,<'I" 
• LClgical seek d istance. T he 11"<'[ Ull1,t ,,);,,k on t.he £""iml S,,1 Di"tarl('f,' 
ULellll i telll ' 0 ".ualy," t.!J(' wo .. k~)"ri in t!'rrn. of t ill' .,!',i('" I ",'!'k ril_,tun<-,' work loocl 
pararnetl'L The wiwiow ,h"t "pp"ar:; proviril >J th l' "OJ "" 'itatisti<'s fa, logical J0Ck 
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Fi!',llre .'i .U: r~)p;i"'1 volunw nnml)<'! f"C'lnell("- table 8..1,HI atL\omrrdat.iOlL fu)](' ti()f' "in-
,= 
db\IU>(''''' ,~, t.h,)!'e for i"'''T-arrival tim~' shown in Figul'e ",G, (',ill!', til(' 11HOll 
pr0<Ontc<i on this WllHI",,', the Il""r ,,,l..,, 11" "-(' to t h~ """"d window whi"h provides 
the Sa'lle ,U.t.i,ti(" f", lL'!',ieal ""k dista" LCc' ""' Ih= for intcl'-ani,-a1li'll,," hllO'l'll 
in Fip).ll'C ,".8, r he mcl' Cf<1l Im-th", Il~"" nlL to ll~, third wind",,; whi"h provid", 
a frC<1u,-nc-" talil" ()f abe.,llL'.,' iL>j\iml ,,,,,k di<I"",,,". 
• Ope l'atiou type. Wh"Il t.k '"'''' ('h('b on tho Opc1tltio" 7'1'1'» mellU iW'll, Ihe 
window ,1><''1'11 in Fir,ure " ,Ill i, pl',,",elll,,1 wilh a fmllL"ll(,Y t"h~' "f til(' operation 
lype, and •. h~ read/wril(' ralio. Thi, window also prO'.'idc< cOn\l'Ols tor obtaining 
th~ "llln('O<Tdatinn wliuc f", tho operatk)ll type data set". 
• Par~lldi~m d<'p;ree. The ",.,'k no,,' or analy:d",> pa.ralldi,m ~~gt.(", i.e< ' imi lar 
lO "equ,,"l ,i=. The f"" wind,,,.; prc"C"" kcy Jata statistics for p81'alldisnl 
,k~m". '''''''('pt th" tail index allJ the autocon-.. lalion yalne, a!L(II.lJ(' nl~lLll H('ll" 
f", di3pkwilJ.!( the pal'all,·Ii."ll d"I>""" ,-i",,,,lIy. Th<· "''''0''0 window J>Tovi~e , a 
frequency lalll", the tail iJl(l~x and lh,' "llln('O<T('I"'i,,., ,,,Iuc lor the parallcliom 
d,-~",,,, . 
• Correlation. The 1'~<llIJ"IllL i •. ,'m IlIld~r Ih~ Anolv,i" menu takC'! Ihe u'cr to thc 
",in".,,,, .;IWWlL ill Fi!', llr~ u. I I fOT (Oal"liating the (ooc tlk iellt of c.,rrelal.ion l~'l ~'''''ll 
any Iwo ,,,,,kh,,1 pa,."m,'"", On thi' willdow thel" 81'e l~-o ~roup' or raLiio 
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A"'''~:;:''~'''''' I ~;"" """,, ~"" 
,.., -, -
r~ ,,..,, '0 .... ...., ... "" "" .. '" •. ", -." <"''' ,,,~ ..... '" 
, '''.' .. ,,, 
figure ",lO, Operation type Iroq'l('lLC), t"bl~ ",w i ,ut.<worrel,.timL Illw;tion WHHiow 
UU(\Ollo, Eoch pa.ram"lc~ under C(~LOide"t.ion i, p,~ ..... nted OlL t hi., windo'''- wilh 
" r"dio hutH!lL in holh group.; Tho l>,,.,r oeleels the Iwo parameter" 0"'" from 
each gl'OUP, lor whi('h t.o """'lll,.te tk ('odridell! of coneialioll by I,icking the 
l<"p",tive radio bUlwn,. Alter &el""' i11 g th,' pm"m",te"<, the 'c,." lInc'" "lid, OtL 
th", button l"b~lle,i rrmLpu l<- l''''''fJid",t 0/ ('''''''' /,d lO''' 1-0 ohem" th" codlir-ie)1 e 
01 con-elation, 
c;.~ , ·1 !'>\UI''' i"l'oI'to"dion abo"t. ESS\\,A. 
ESS\Y.A i.< " roh u, ' .<->"".ell1 ill thaI il j, "hie 10 P'""""nt >'{ '"W' elTnn",O)c, cowiitiotL, 
Il'Om (I(;;urritLg alld handle errOlleou, cOlHlil,ioll, lhat il CN1 ,,0<, pre""'"t_ The ,,,,tem 
perIonn, some "'lirlocimLO OtL the d,,~, elJlered uy 1.,,"'" lo achieve the nl Bl poil1t_ j-'01 
""'W11'i<', t,he ,,,,Iem Joe., )10'_ [l.(;C"", t " I"".kr on t.he fiel,i where all illtegeL .;a" t,he 
Ingi",,1 ",iLW'" lHlllluer ill n~ure 5.5, ' hnuld 1)(' '"'ti'rc<i. TIl(' 'y;t.e11l catihe, "_~'''pt iOll, 
and pr"" irl", "L",a"ingf"i ",rL'Or we,.'\£lge, In t,h e use]' 10 I\!.;h~'\" th", O<'C{)]1Li pnitLt j-'{)( 
e.~ample. if th e ,v, tent bib 1-0 "."J a lrace file l>ecause Ih", uoer "penned ~ wrOlL~ lidrl 
,lelillliLeL Ihe uoer will h", nntifted ",.",",,,!ilLgly 
I'm ehennnre. ESSWA proYi,\e, lJh";'''~~.' (.0 k,"'P Ihe uoer ;niOt'lllen abom Ih", ,I"""., 
"I' lhe comp"t,tim,"_ f'm exaTTlp l,·. ",hell the ,y,t.eUl i, co",~uli]1g Ihe lail in,ie", ~ 
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,~.,~1 
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~,,.. ... ,, 
,·~·...,o, 
' .. '000 ••• " ....... . 
-,,., •. ,_.. ... 
ri~me !i,ll: Cone!at·ion window 
mCSfu~e i8 Jispla) .. ed AA) ill.,", lhat, the ,mHI"".lilioll i., ill I'''W~''' \Vh ell it i" fill i><hro, 
th,' neer i" illforrnKi a,,('ordin~ly and 1.he result i" t1isp]ayed, 
• :\ lenJ(JI')" Ae ~lr""dy rn~nti'~lcd in Chapter I, harc files " oed huge amoum. 
of di,k "l-""'C to store and RA:\1 10 P,'(",,,,. The "i,"" or JiO t,n,,;;, iii,"" t.h~t 
we h~t1 l ~nged lWln L'j,\1il t() I ,'iGIl with Ii tobtl ,,,lurnc of over 1IX;1l. AI)Qut 
.'j( ) l'e[{'ftlt of the ii l", had ,.;,'" lcSll tha'l ·~) \lB , On aWl'~~e, a l,·~"e tile ol ,hoe 
·~\lB '·"l-"·"""lJ<.ed a WOl'klood wit,h ~b(~ll 2 million I / O [('qn~"t" r~mL"ded ()WL" ~ 
j>+",iod of ahollt 3 to ,I hour>. The machine on which we wete l'LlllllilJ~ ESS,,"A 
had cnou~h Jisk "pac" l<J >lOl'e the tll,",-"", The c ru ill. this l1!~('hiJl(' had ,'il nIil 
or RA~l ",~l it " "1''''''] w,~, 1 7GIh. Wilh thi,' memory, t.he 'y'lcm (OQuJ.1 r<'ad 
t 'I!.{'~ ii l" who". -i,,,, ",cre C<tU1J or Ie"", (hml ul)~m ",ithom nlllllin~ om of flAt!. 
The titHe ESS WA t(~)k to ,"lid a t.m('~ iile [!'.[Jged from 7 mi""te, (1,'i~!K j to 1 
hom:lII minllt ", (5I1t!lll 
• CI' U t.ime. ::>orne of 'he COllll-' Llla,iOlJ." pedOl'lm,] by ESSWA ~re cru illt.('u"i,·~. 
raHh;Lll~rl)', th~ t~i! iudex itlld Ihe ~2 di«""l'am'y "t.~ti'ti(" ''''l"ire (( [(><"e CPU 
(il](~ t () ('ompnt e th~n ~n)' oth....,. ,Ia(.i,t.ic, For exampic, ~iven a rlOla ",,\ of 
1.1),'\'j,44," illler·arrival tim"" IoSSWA runuinp; Oil om maclInI<', took a bon< ::0 
m;1l1l,n 10 ('aleu I~te the Xl di>;{Tcpon{'.y stmistK'·' for t he """'<en prohabilily densit)' 
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funniom ,HLd .. r ,'.ol1., id,'mtj,)f' awi 10 minute. CO calculate the tail iw,hx, The lOtal 
lim(' laken lo COUlpUi." ali the ot h .. r ,tmi,\;"., for t h.' ,.H1W d"b ."d ""~ "hlllt 12 
llLll Hlt'''' _ 
5.4 COlIlfxlI'isons between l<~SS\VA und ltubiCQn 
Bolh ESS\\",\ ,me! Huhicon I",'leali.\' rea(l liO \1"10<" <k"'.ribill~ t h" 1,.-'0 "'<I"'''''' 'llld 
proou,'(' output in h'llL of <l"t.1< .,bti,lir.,_ How""e!'. e"",h Olle of theul ol[er< (lill"r~nl 
iVle!icioll,,1 functionalitL<" _ ~'or ('",mLp"' Tj"hi" on ha.<" h,t.lll (' h· dd('rmini11g th<' 
,.'If_.<imilaril)' of I/O ('vent" ill a r.i"ell worH",,,] while (his fune<.ionillit,· if, belJng in 
l-~~SWk On t.1", o(.I",r h'~ld ESS \YA I,,", a fi'"lur .. t,ll' ~Jj(li ll~ I< llw.t I~HnL\t.ical lwdd 
f,ll' ill(m-IClTival (hnes ill a r.iven wOIkload which is no< include,! on lluhieon, 'l'her" an' 
other adv,"1(."g'" v:hich ESSWA alle! TjllUi<'<)ll h,we owr eadl other. In (he followill~ 
",·t iOlL' we preselll "ou", of Ihe", a,jvantage" 
:; .·1. 1 Advalltag e" of ESS\\"A o"" r ltllbkull 
• It lake, w:lwUl,-<oge of WTfl<' of t l~' ,t"ti" ic,,1 "'Ld s mphical \(.'('.hni'l'"" of Il hlll-
su"g(" "h;".h b a free, 1'01'.-",f,,1 "nd ]m:well ell,-i<DlWl~nl. 
• It i., UIJI dl'i"elL, Thi, mea", Ihat it is casier lO u."" 
• llnukull 1, Ulore complica""ltlHlll f<:SS\V,\ a11d W" thi11k thm. il, ach,n't"~·(" rio 
no<, m",,(' up for t h<; ("J<1L)J"'~ily. While ESSWA .. ,impl", it ul",I,; Ulo.I oj lh~ 
r"'luir"ul~.lJl" which ib lbicon ,,,b\,.,,,,,,'''. It i, "111,,11,' ",,(,,"dihk For ""' 1l11pk v." 
,w", "hie to add a \ltll('lion (.0 jille)' ()'rue"" for a lXuliculm logical voluul<' numher 
easil,' It I)1'O"'id('> ,on l(' f,u l('.(.ion"lity for Ir""'e uLiULipnbUolL ,uell ad iil"" ';ng a 
t rl!.t-. for" ~i"en logical volum' nnd apl,'n,!itLg" t.race to Ol1!' whi ch ha.' h"tL [(,,,d 
"],-(',,,])'. lC also provide, mnltipk reporting fOtmal.' (i .e ""ti,tic" m1d pal' h,) 
,," d Ilw h, .. k·('w l whi('h ",onli<ln'; lh~ code for anilly"is lasks is a .,ingle prD!\)'iIln, 
• 1\ i, k.",,J all th~ diell',..-·"""" iIl·chitcct.u", 'l'hi' m"'m" t.]H1t t ll (, f<:SSWA front_ 
"wi Ix",,-ewi ".au run on separalC ma<hine, emd that mon' Thall or" front-('l1d 
c"n '-1'"" ,ill~k h,,·k_('nd, 
• Ulllike H.nbicon w hie]l is ul ai nly n [('",,1 for ''''rklo,~1 t" ... ", ""1I"d,,d frolll "y.,lelJr; 
rljjlllin~ On Hr'-UX -1 Sj, ~,SS,V;\ i, abl~ r.O anal)"e ",omg" ,)" t.('nL wor kio,,'], fronL 
,m,' "",l('m, 
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H"i)iron hat; lllQf~ fcatur~.< lot lill,"Ijllg .,.~"'" t), .. n I'S~\\'A Or),,·. tn,,,, I t" t, ;1 hM 
,'.WulJ /"Ht1"'''' omd c"l"lhihti~. eHcto "' 101 ~ Cl't~rmilJg 't&~"l all"ly;.' ""rI "np'\"i"~ 
",I",,,,"tion a!lOlll Ihe ,,,,\>em f,,,,,, wLkh Ih;. 1<"""" """,. ")11,·0:\,,,1 wi"", f.s~\\,\ 00n 
,,'" ),,,,,, .. , Ihr momrn\. R,,,hkon it< ,Ilro 9 rn<r1'(: 1:<'''.1'&) \(){)l UI <I,"L iL n'" he "" .. I 
" .. Bll~)Y"~ nCUI"Olk 1raffi~. /i\o> b~bk'" "",I ~-.ord~ ~~.,t ... " "",U""t:. ~<;WJ,,..,.,h 
tllC""! Int' RllHlyzmr; ~tur"l'l" .<\"'U"!" "YII"klt;la,i< 
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CII.\vrt,n 5 . . ~T()T/ ,\r;E .~Y.'rrE.\ f mml(UH.D ..\,\'AI.~'ZEn'i 
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Chapter G 
Results 
Thb chap"" di>cu,..,. "',me of 1.lu' """,1(., '",' nhlain('li frmn IIOP I<niily,;,; of th,,,,, rlif_ 
f,,-,,nt .to<"W· ,)'.tcm \vc,Tkl",d, min~ ESSWA. For cae" "I the w(Jrklu(I.d parameler 
data "" ,,110m ali lhe ' h"'" workl"",l,. we 1'""", tLl "" jjj(' 10')" dl<t.a ''',(i,(i,," ""~ vi,,,"1 
~i 'Dl"v" and sugW" " malhemaoical model ill Ihe [".m of a I'wlJaliilily <lio!.ri)'",ioll 
fWlel.ioll. """" Ihat. Ihe l'-'9icd ,,,,,I- ')"'/11."'''' ",1ii.ly.,io "''''1\1, pn''''jjl''~ I<'E' for ",jtLp;i<, 
lo!,ic") volume, Wh!'TC"" the onol)"i, result.> fot, all 'he ol hcl ]X'U'ametm, at" foJ· all the 
lOlfic)i V(jlUll,"'" t'.gelher. ill a gh'en ""'lklowL The last ,,)d im of t.hi' chapIN P"",.cell!' 
'he ",ull' nil ii ll h~ "tLri (T"'';-' 'f ''TP1"l inIl d I)., ",,,"kh,~ p"TOrn<'\('" for "II Ihe till''''' 
"",rkln;"k 
Th. fh,' ,tulage 'y'tem v.nkl,,,~ ,hat ".., ""tL,,"ly"e~ i, n'p'''''''nt,,,-j by a tn"" f,olll 
SPC' . The trocc WM collected fre,m "" ooline mm,,,,nie,n proce.,sing (O LTl' ) system. 
I, """aill> ''-''-'O[(i.< f, ~ "4(1,.1~1 I/O "'<l W'l't.". Th,· '''''m~ wmklniiA ,'on,i<l, nf 535,]:):) 
I/O r<~l",·'t>< ".hn in the form of " trae< from SI'C, This ,ra"" was collcctHI It'um a 
,,·,tem nnmlng a weL ",,,,d, engi"", 
The Ihird wurkload cunobt.' of ~~8AG() I ... () ,e'l Ll""!.' ill t.he form of a tUi.('" fmw. tbe 
liP ''''-''e ""p,,, itc,,), Th" "'" oft mc,," fre,m which we go, 'his trace was collo:tcJ from 
an HJ'-UX tinw-,h".<in~ ""Ive ' al ladIed In ",vel'a] ~iok a.!',"y., which wa., ;ll""'Llll",nt,,,-j 
to ,e,',~'~ 1<111,/0 "j''''' 'm "oil, W" ,,,,M not anal},,,,' thi' wmkln"d in '",m" of tiM' Ing_ 
im! mlnmr 111'mkr o"ti .<tarl aa,J",." (i.e .. ic.gic,, 1 "'0Ck distancc) workb, d pommete!'" 
bon",sc the!'e arc no data fe" these "a,ame!er, in 'he lI'ace" 
In ,Jllh,· thTef' wOT kh,d" til" tim'·,Io'mps at whiclJ ' he sy,le m coils "we mode ((, 
t he "toml'" ,'},'<ems we,e rocu,d,,(] a, micro-second accunc),. We ,nL""'1uenU), refe!' l/) 
these 1'ml'kload,,.., the OLTr, W eb I(.wl Hr wmkinlf.(b. ""'pediwly. 
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72 CIHI'TEf! G. IWSUI.PS 
Logical 
Vohun" 
COllll' Frc<jllellcy 
(% ) 
G.' Logical Volume Number 
0.1-1 Ol.TP Lug;",, 1 Vol1lme N 1Imher 
In the OLTP ",(~klowl "'" allal,HKl clle ,,",,ults ShO'H olHl t \h~r~ are 24 lo:;ic,J .-oIu llle' 
repT ..... nted hy llllmLel,' 0 ,1, 2, '". 2.~, Tahlc G,! i. \h~ fl'eqll~ncy t,J)lc 01 ,lIe OLTI' 
logical \'nl\l lll~ nU111h~" , From d ... taLI,· " .. Ca.u """ chal the luad i, nul nnifonn ,",'or 
ille k~icai \'olulJj('" T he wor kl oad i, hi~h ill logical ,'olllm",; 8, 9, 10 "-'ld 20, Each L>I' 
I.h",e logic,,1 volLu"e nnlllhe!', ho," fT~'lUeTl('y t hat i. m01'e th~Tl 11)',!c, Lo\,;i('al voill" LE" 
L 2, 3, 4, "_ (i, 12, n, 14, It;, and 19 h~\" 1)('\I>."",n 1 "nd ,5-;;, of OC(-C,,~, each The 
1'''''\ ha\'e h~ t hatL 1')( ~~dl. Fi~lLl'e (i.l ,how" lhe ''''lle informacion in the fO!'lll of a 
11;"101(1'''111. 
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III LO(;WAL \ 'OLhIW ... ,,\ /IJI':/f 
--
I 
! 
I I 
! 
• 
, 
" 
>C. 
" .. , ,,,-, " ..... 
T"hl~ II:! ;I"",., lk f"~I1 I '~);'}' 'ahl .. of Ireh 10000cai wdumc lJuu,hcr dill" "",I 1'bett 
.or<' to Lo/!"'~I ,'OJuml$ ,"".h~ in lW. work"""l Like Ih.· OLTP. ,h~ \\'ph ... ",kl,.,<1 .. 
Il(rl c.lu~lh· , t....<'<1 """~,).; Ih.· r, ~'I\H",,1 '-'~II""'" "",.")",, FiQJI'<' 6.2_ The fn-qllcncy 
"f l"~k.-.J ,..,Iume nmnbo:1- 0 i~ 33 i6%. J i>. 33 1:2% 81td :? b 32_0~'l!-. Th~ "Ih~. ,I"", 
~c..J ,xdU "'~ "1.l"~'~r' hOI> .. wt.">l f""l"""T ''qllal to O.b'5f [i.<, .• 0.2'" '-amI. 
L"ll"''' ] (;"""' ~""''<\''''I ''''Y 
\, ... 1 .. 1111) (%) 
N"",oor 
r-~' 1>«J.W3 3:J.76 ------1T7:.ln 33.1'1 17(;9 17 3~,05 , !(I7 -'~ 
-_ .. _- , II 7 <J.(l'! 
, !l2 iI:& 
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CH,lI'l'lillli Rl,;<;t'LT~ 
I 
.. 
1'!~\ltC G 2: li ist'-'!lt "", of \\,<-\, 10\;"'u vol",,,c ,mm b,·", 
We 'WI <\Mi"e ~ r~,"I"n' , ..... "" ~~. X "" U,~ lo!o;ical '''[lllW'' "1llJIbt>, of "" 1.:0 l"'lU'-"'! 
,,, ,,,,,,lei (he ~>I'.ic:I1 ,,.,hullc ""rnl",.. I> ...... n"{ .. · ~" " ,I,(" -'Ii." """(,lU ""~ klorul, """ II", 
Web WQI"~h,,1 ' " ""P. 'r.J,~. Ii:! u,~ pruLah'hh It""'" f"nction 01 X COln be d.,.fincrlllli 
1·(r1 n :tIm ,-~ 
" ". 
"lot) = 03.11 2 /~ I= L 
I'lotl = 0:,0),; f '" "'- 2 
"i"') = 0.<= /., :>:=3. 
"" 
= 1)(»)2 f., r=4 
/,1,.<) = 1),(Xffl J ,>, J' =,~ 
= 
" 
~Ihc",,,;u ((i. 1 ) 
Thi, pl-,')",,)'I11I) man function can he "",[ to ~'m"""" vall. ", for jug'cal v()h!lJj~ 
,,, ,,,,h,',", "'Jl" '!O'II' t ~lh" 01 thClBC of th~ W~L w()rkh"L for ",yllt.h(·t;(' workhl(j 
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6,2, 1,\·TER-A_RRn:-l.L TIME 
G.2 Inter-arrival Time 
6.2.1 OLTP iut er-arri-ml Time 
Th~ >.,x;or)(\ >.tomge ,ystem workh,J par"'ll~A"t t.j"" "" arJa!Y7.ed i" the inteI-arl'h.,,1 
tin,"" 'hLle ti .. ~ ~;"" liN, fu'y "·"t i,ti('" ill rnin""",,-,ood' for the OUI' inter-<lIIi,·,.j ciwe 
,lata ""t_ 
'lil 
Quartile 
1.'jJjJ.er Olllli,~" > 
Sa.lJ.Jpl .. Vari"nc,' 
Sa.lJ.Jpl" Standard I)',v;atioo 
COCffi{'Lcnt of Vark.tioll 
Coelficielll "I Skew 
C"oeJfici em "I' Kuru ,, ;, 
Tail iwlex 
" ltI.,-~Hl 
I~U~ti 
~.OlTH~ 
nwo 
~r]<J HNJ. 112,&; 
3(U87_01 
2,39 
.'is ~l 
2.~~j~74 
055 
""rom t hc tahle we Can""", thai Ill<' jllinirn um "Jw' nf' th,' OLTP inter-orri"ol time 
d"la s"t. i, Cy'.I' Thc focI thot the minimum imel-arri"a] I ;jlle is til',' impl~,", that t h,'''' 
arc "'m~ I/O 1'('(jue't8 i",ueJ "'l the ,,-,jlle t. illU-. i_( -. I/O ""l<>,,,t, i',,,,'rl ill paralld. Thc 
an~l)"is of ilu, (h'g"'" nf I/ O pamlldisrn i, di",'""eu ocparate]y in Section 0 ,(;' fl'oJn 
tl", tabk, wc call "'-'0 thot thc n","ion is also 011, •. Thio Jne~n' Iha l ",\ h'a.,l ,llI''Io nf the 
inter-<lIri"al cime. h",<, ,,,Ill,' 7.('H L W" C"-'I eOllciude fr",,, thi ' that there io 0 lot "I' I / O 
p .. ,,·,ul .. Ii"m in thi' v.mkl"orl _ Th:" mcon value i, to.oWI'S which i, mUll! hi ~her thlUl 
th~ n...ubn, T hi, is becallse a portuxl (~,-,'!o) "I illt"'_'''' ;''al tim~' ,"ntains rdotiveiv 
wry large ,-a h " (lX"twCCll l:J, ISO alld '1.0 ] T ,MilS) pllllill)! up the IHe~lJ. 
T Il(' ,,~,[[i('i"llt "I' >.h'w for OLI"P inj;cr_~rri"al tim<:-. is :>8,0-1, Thi, ;'ruk",\es lk l 
t 1., ,Ii."rib"t i'~' of thi, do te'l >.et i, not ,ymmetric hm I=i li w i)' skewoo, The (Oef!i('ielll 
ofkllIt,,,i" wI"", i" 2 .~:l 'L7-l. indicate, thot the Ji'tribmKm "I' OLTI' inler-arrh'allilll"'-
i; hmv}' taikrl. I"hi' is cunliulleu Ly Ihe lailmUex wh ich i, O_""H, TiN, fad that Ih,' 
di,\ribmion of intel'-arrival lillle.; io h,'a,,), ",,,,hI ",,-au" t l,a\ th' probahili ty of havi ll ~ a 
"')ali,,,ly IOj]~ pcri,,,l octwccn I/O re<pl mts (i_c .. iJ I~ time) i, qui I.e high, Thb iJle liJne 
can be "lili,~d bv tho ,torage systew h~nJlill~ tlr.b """k1o ... J to ped<Jrj[J ba."k~rnUlld 
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nfAPTRI{ 6' RF;S[;LT8 
I ~ -
i 
, ! , , 
! ~ 
i 
J I : j II , , 
(a) (b) 
Fi ~urc ii.:): (,,;, Tli,tng "Lrn of OLTP jrJi.er-I<Lriyiillilll"" wiliwul oLLlliHo (b) HI,l.ugl'&lH 
of OLTP inl.".-liniwJ lillles ]"" than 20,1))) 
l"-'h. The peakedn"", ~nd umyrIlllLe<.Tie"l <:1"" ,,,,le,-;< I;o.' oj' th~ dC-Mi lmtio<J of OLTP 
ill""T mrh"j limes '''n "1>,, be J etocte<:i using a hHogram _ ,';p:urc li_3t") , hm, .. the 
hi,wp;rmn of OLTP inIN_m, L"".] time, wilholl l uulliel'_ ['WIll Ill!, hi,logrl<lll une ,'au 
""" ,.hal OL TP intel-[J1lival tim"" "rc Te,t r;('ted to "m,,,ill """8'" oj' ,,,,In", _ W" loohd 
ac this behavior elr,,"y bv dr"win~ ~ hi.,luglaJll or OLTP jlll.el-liniwJ cillle, lei" Ihan 
20.1)))".,' "hown in rigUl"" 6.:J(bl ,hrl lO("< i """' i ~,,ti()m ,1"",-,,1 t hai th"y are ,,,da ill 
v"lllc" in the dl<,.a ""' t. willi he~LLenci,.. :;,'19.1, 10.%& and )6.482 which when ('Xp",,,,,,,1 
a, percentage' "'0 J; '! ""d :1'/0 ""j~,,, •. ively, a])""( hum "'w wI!""" Ire~uency is 274,6"Q 
or 50'/0 . \\"" fount! lhe, lu be a bit 'wmge h('\"lll"" int~r_mri,c,,1 ti rne " " ('()n linlloll' 
p,,,,, ,, ,,,t.'L ",[lJ w" exped"d the fl'equency in term' of t.he p ,m.".c""'ge of e,,,,, mille in 
the rl,,,a "", t.o be """y dUN, lu "'''U, Howewl, we have no e"planatiou for thi' heh"viOT. 
u.2.2 \VeL iuil",-",.,-i",,1 Tim" 
'T"hhl 1l.4 l" e'''lli. ' ""lle 0/. Lho k~y ,ta,i<ti", of Ihe IVe}, inter·,,,ri,·,,l t ime d". a ;ei 
in mi,:.r",(v",d, . TIlt) rnijJ illllllll inlff-m-rh'ni lime ~,Hop.s This mo"n, Ih", in 'h" 
Web workload lheT~ i, nO 1/0 j"u'al~,lj"nL F'igme 1l.1 "h"";8 Ihe hi,~mm of the Weo 
inler-m-rival tim"'>' wilhollt (liltii",'" 
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C.2. lNTER-ARmVAL THIE n 
~ . 
St"ti.tk Va lue 
g"nopl" Si,,, 53,),2:)2 
.. --
\Iinimum ~ LO'>\w QUul',ilc :>ledi~H , , 
S"-Illple '\leau ~.\m 
Upper Q,~u-t. ile 4,48D 
~hximum II)(U((I I ~ 
Ll'per Omlicl's > IS ,-IID 
Sample \'&1'1&,>00 12.1110, I L" 12 
S:Ullple S'.amlani Dev i"t.ioll :1.""',-~9 
Coeffi('i"nt of Variat ion 1.19 
Coctlkient of Sk",,' 
"." I 
Coefficienl of KlIItOl5is 10.17 
Tail iHdeX 0.21 
~~ 
' I"bl<: GA: Web imer-al'rh'al dmc statistic, 
The Web ilJ\.er-amvallillJe Ja,." se<. i, Ji.'lribu1.ed oyer a "'''Y la,ge ntHge in 'he 
illlcTval (1 20, 1((LII)(I) bulI= thim t-hat of the O ),TP inkT-a"i",1 lime.' A('mTdin~ 
1.-, the value ()[ Ihe uPP'''I' qual'lile, Ihe bllik of vailles are iH l ile ;HI-en"l (12G, 1. 189). 
The he Ilumb"r mmma,), indic1tV" a ,,'ver~ .,kew 10 th" Ti!'ht in t.he distrihutinn nf til<' 
.-Into. The n\1IR" helw("'n t he min inou m and th~ mc.-li".n i, 1,.571 ",nopl<r{'<l to that of 
the Illediart a;ud the Hl1l.XilllUlil, which is 9~.4m. The wtb"" fO! ,.he \a,1 ,uJex. eoeIlicieHI 
nf knr\,("i, and (")f'fliC;eIlt of "tTiiiJi'~l (""firm I.he lar!!,e .,ktm, 10 I he right I<nd indi"I<i<' 
Wghly variable Jala just like Ihe OLT!' intel'-aniva lliHles, Ho","yel', the hisl(;gtatuS 
, 110", 'hal Wd, iuter·ani",,1 I.in'" ,li,t.I·ib"l.iou i, I"", 1"'1<1«. 1 than th:tt, nf OLT!' Thi, 
is CDlJli"meJ b)' lhe [acl that the c<!"JJicieHI of kurtosis fo .. Ihe lane! "greater, 
6.2.3 HP I lll"r- arr i~"al Tim e 
Table G." "ho,,"'. th~ ke), data otati"ie, of th~ HP inter-arri'"al t imC'. Like m the OLTP 
worklnad, the minimllm inlE', ·arriva l tim" i, ltl'-" The maxillLllm ilLt.e,-ani",,1 I-ime is 
6Q1,3(lJ,()(()11S an.-l i. fa" great~" th.,m the maximum imer_arrival times in botn the 
OtTP ~lLJ Wei, workload. Figure H." she",," the hi>l()gnun of III' !lJl.er-au-il-al limes 
witho", ()lllliers. 
6.2.'1 !l.lodeIIing Inter-arrival Time 
Siu('e storage ,,-,(ellJ workl,.,d inl<'r-:uTival ,iHIe is I< coutinUOIlS p,,-rameter, w,' ll~ 
the !!,n,~ln""'.nf.fil "at-i,t.ie tn fi"d t.he h",t I'lnh:.h,lit)' dml<ily fU1M'!iou, whi('h Hlatdl 
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FiO;l)CC 0.5: Ih,I<'lI" "" "r lIP ;"I er-Anhol ,ill>CS w'thom 0111 11,,,,,. 
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62 INTBR_A/{RH'AL TI,\tF; 
Ill(' in"'r_arrival time date> ""t>;. Tah)" 0.0 giV<', tl~, till«' p",,,,,hility (kn,ily fun('!iutL, 
(i.e" out of th~ sewn that we eons,det",l) that best fit the OLTP inter-anival ,im" da,o 
,.,1. AllLong lll(' thm' fun('l>Om. itL the tab~, ll~' li,,, fU1M·!.iOtL ;,; lll(' [""l fit follOl'.'ed 
bv til<: ocrond and then the third, The table also ind11dcs the estimoleJ "a]ue(s) for 
th" PII.,-,,,,,<'I('r(,) uf ~aeh uf lh~ Ihm' fun(~.ion' anri t.h" valu~ uf tl~' ('or'''opotLding)'' 
disrlepancy "totiolk ns.d to ootd'lllil>c llO'>', wdllh" lJ\atch is. 
A, ah"'''']y m~n\i()jHl in ~~'ti()jl 4.;U Ihe -I' di><'!('pan('y 1(,,1.;' tLot itLfallible. \\\, 
~"""'-ated I th,,,,, riat" S(1'., follO'>"in~ the Ih,-"" prohahility d~n."'y fllnd!!,))., in t I", tahle 
using the '''lre>pondillg value(sj [or the palatJLe",r(,), i.e" carll One of the three data 
",to fulluwitLg OtL~ uf th,' th"", futL<'lion' TIM'n w,' dTI'w Ill(' CCDF, o[ lhe><' data 
scto together "h·h the OLTP int-or-all'ival time data set to ,,-,certain tho matd",,", S<", 
FiguI<' 6.6 Th" graph, cotLnrm th,,' t.he \\'eiblLllprol"bilily fUn('lion b the b", l lil . 
This )HoiJaLilily der .. ily [unel ion lor,<>lhet with the estimated \'~lue, f", its paramder, 
('atL [,,' u,,'<.ll.o r<'pro,lnc,' OL TP inter_anh-,J lilll'" for a synUx-lie ""rkload, 
Table 1l.1l: The lillee be,l pl'ObaLilily dbll'i)',,,io,, hmetiolls matehing the OUT inter-
arrival tim", 
'R ",,-, ~'nel;",n" ""'en r:S<;WA ''''" , 'n>1. '"'' "ne'~to '"h''' r"lk,w',,~ tJ.. pmb.,bilit, 'k""i1.y 
f\1,,,,,;,,,n, ,h&> ~., ,,,eO in 0\1' 'l\1dy. 
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Figure G_G, ECDV, of Q I T1' inkr_""i,,, I \im", am] ~"n Cl "tc.J d "T." ,d, 
Table C. 7 cOlltflillS ',k h,,,, tlHl>O JlTQballilily ~~m i t)' ~ 111( '1 .. or" jit.t ing the Weh ;LL1.<'1-
",riv,,] tim'" hased OLL Ihe A' cli,erepflliCY ,tatislk. Tit",!.' al'e the !ow.>orlwl,L W,·ihull 
Rlltl bda proh" hilit.y clem i ty [",.-.(i01l<. OJ the lhj~, lhe j~!l'lJlal pwbability deJj,ity 
iU)"'!."' LL is the l_t fi e follov.'Ixl by Ihe \\ 'cihull ""~ U",,, of "",r"", Ihe her,,_ \\'" aha 
confiTll",j th i' ll,i rl~ ECDl"" &", Fi~Ul" C.7. "~ote tbat H,;ll 01 al ll ,,1;0 fO(lr,.j th~ 
l"I'.J.~·~mal Jiollibu!ion to boo " kiter m()(h·] for th,' iLLler-atriyllllim" in the wOlklOdcl, 
they ",,,uy",,L 
FUIlCti::n;"'""'n"'.'~~~,!, 'j' Ii' 'l'~"!'!m~'~'"""'~"~Vl'~'~":'~'l'~~~i~~~~ J.,oglwrmal ii,i )4., 7. ... " 1l_!I7~, Sigma L4~E \Vei\",11 O.i\") Gmnm" O_T::1E, Alpha ~,HLH!) 
flc\a (j ,OH7 Sh~p el O ,l~G, Sha»e2 17.C_1!i 
Table (i.7' The Ih,.",. hat j!lHh"hiliLy C\i"dhut>Oll fUlJctiolJ' m"tdLing the lV~b ir.t~T· 
"rri,,,,I I, jmBl' 
B",,,d OlJ th~),' cli,,'r~]lml('}' ,hl is lies, the l>esl thl''''' probability cli'l\;ity fun('t ion< 
that iil l.he IlP ilJtet -alTiy,,1 timt< "re b~t,. L )(j rm~l ".ud e~~l'onenlial pwhability dell,ity 
IU)l('lioLL' (,"" TaN. G_S':I HeM'ever, from F igm e {is it j , de", thal )I OlJe o[ the uoual 
pT<~)a.bi lit}' di,ttiblll.iolJ [uDeliolJ' would fit t.he HI' inter_"",i"a.! time, ",,,,,;oMhl,,. ",,,ll, 
Th;, ;, <"Hr,lij'jll~d by (he ECDI', ill Figure 6.8 The fj gllr~ ,how" that. the "x p()jI,,)".;~1 
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ubllibUlioIl IIlalch~.; thc uis tr lLUlion of th~ HP ilJ(~l'-"nival tln= Letl"" (han tile 
""'rn a! ,Ii,tlihllt io n ""nllM)" lo what the.\2 di><Teprul<:Y ,tat.i,t.ie;; jlluicate, 
Tahl,' oX Th" tin'''' I",,,, rrobahility di"",hntion timetio", mal "hill1\ th,' liP inter· 
a .. ri,-a! time, 
6.3 R equest Size 
The t.hird ,torl>~~ 'plem worklo",1 parameter whkh we /i-llalyzeJ ,_< t.he l'eq"">t ;i"", 
Thi, P'''''lll'''''" combinO'd with thO' illt",-_",rri"11 timo' con'tit\1to " what i, (;ill,,1 th" 
UlI",,,ily d"lnlmlwn of a n I/O ~DTkload as oppo:>cd 10 ~he iowilly u"I,"illUliu" Mti,,.,,u 
b)' 10giuJ _ k di'ti>.lH'" of I/O rC~llH" " ::l:l 
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,'jg\ln- (i.~ : ReD F', of TlP inter· ", ri \":\1 tiLLI '" and genet!<t~d dab "''' 
b.3.1 OLTP RC'lUCbt Size 
Table e,g 8h"",-, Ihe kev ,' l ~ti"k> of th~ OJ.Tl' "'1"""t .h~_, in b)'t.<"' _ Tn th ~ \,J)k· 
W(' C,Ul """ Ih," the _,!<mple "lea .. jo ~tea(.et lliaa the lipp"r quallile. This mean, lha( 
al llwngh at lea" 7,'j'i\. of Ih" lWI""'t. , i"", in t l", w"'klo",d ,,"r" Ie,,, t.han :1. 'i,'i.;! , th, IlH,an 
i, in",,,,_,,,,,) by",,),"" b,4wool1 the ul-'l-"" (juauile and t he lllQximum, (i,~., iw\w"'lJ 
" ,H1 and 3,2.2.-1,(:OJ) ,,-hi('h form, only 2.'S' d the d~~" ,el., 
Th~ rldrihution of OLIT tI' ,!lie;i ,h&<;, lJJUUill~~lal (Le., l )le1'(' """ a llll mu.:'r of 
]>€Uhl. After remo,ilJ.!!: th" 1("" ()lltl}'in~ yalll '" {i. e , mllw' 1'''ge[ t.h!l.ll !U~4 ), the 
hi,t.OgTH'" of the .. "",aiwlel of 'h<' d "t~ ('ollt"iw; tm r}('a~, at \-alll~_' _5 12, 1,(12_1 , l S)6, 
2.0·j8. 3.012., 3."8-1. 4,(I!Xi ,I J)(J~. 7,ti~J "IMl ,'U9'1 ".:h lhal 91'X "r (he I/O reques(" harl 
on" ollh""" ' ;7A" (, .. '" Fi.~ur" (iU ,,"ud TIll)le H.1O). The "eawn [oj' Ihi' i, Hal ,Ui licult 
Lo lmde)',(alld. III 0lwrati ng 'Y'(,LLI' "H.t! ,~, lTl\jX lXlth mul() awl ',,'r;t,,() ,.,.,;teln 
(',~l, t.ypi""ll " lljake u,,", of t il<' C(IIH'''pt of " P':['·"vkm n1rd- A Fil~,y't.ellj Dh·k i, 
"unit of rl"b; Ih~t a .. (1) ero,ti ug ,y,Wlll l,YpicaJly us<" wh('H r~~dinp; from or w,-j tin ~ 
,lata to phy,i<:al d"vi<;"". It b L'Onn~uraLle awl"""'t Ol>"l'a.(inp; ,,.'t (,LLI, ,,><' " .. ,tting of 
~, 19'1 Lytl'!;. Di,k r~arl, B.nd writ"" me t.:>'l);""lly jlO(llllllt 'ple" 01 8.192 L)te", ""d di'k 
'1'''<;" b thelel(~'e was locl wlwn only" f",,-, byt", me wrih" .. to .. Fil""y,l elll Dh;k of 
8,1(12 hyt."'. Therefore. lHoot ope"!<lin!? , yfl.em" allow )(w], anrl W1 it,,,; ot ('~rt"in , i "" 
<rn" lh t.ha.!! ~ , 19~ hyte, . ,uch "" ,,12, 1,02·1 , and.,," on, t o b,' p(,l~lr1n('rl in order to 
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·<li 
• .' '" "I' I 
PI' 11 
im 
CoellicOellt of Skew 
Co.,jliciellt of Kmto;", 
TaLIe C.9: OLT P tetjU€>1 ,j,," slalistie. 
Count I (%) 
TaLIH C.W Fre~ ll"'jcy laLle of tlLTP l'e~\K'St ,izes 
TablE, n.ll ('Ol11."ill" the h·y >tal i,li<" of thH Weh reql>I',;! ,;i". data ""t ill Lyte>, n'(~ll 
th" table . we l10tcd t.h", the "L"xirnlllil T"'I".,,;I , i", ill thi' riata ,,,t i, I,,,," th~n that 
of the OLTI' rcqll est ";7.,'< The "l'LxirnlllTl ,.c~!\""t , i7e iH I, j;l.8 .lUl byte, ",hi!" in tIlt, 
OLTP wOlkloo,<I ill, ,j,22l.COl Lytes, The minimnm si",," in boo:.h workload, are .:;12 
hrte, allri it f,~lf",'" t h~t. t.he nUl~e of Val11<", of [",,11e,( "i"e.; ill the OLTP workload i, 
!Veater (i .c .. OL'J'1' '''I"est ,bc. a,c '''o.-e wiridy ,p,coo) 'l'his ('au ~I,o I", ",,,'u in thH 
dif1c",DCC i:>"rwccn the ot~l1d~r J d~viatiO<1" of the two rl~b. ><>t.<. On tIlt· other han~ , thH 
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I 
"""'" o.uJ ",,,.lulU or Web U'(IUC£I Bi>es "'" ~ .. catcr_ Anotoc, ,..xah!c ditk,cncc hCiH"n 
du' ",..., ""r~~""1.,. 10, If""" "r «'''',,'''' ~i .... " Ihl li..' dL<tribut"'" or lh~ OLTI' 1"'1''''''[ 
,;"'" .. ftc. rc"'o,:j,,~ Qn,I ;' -,.< hu' "'" w",,,," ",-'ul,< t h.t lOr ,I><' \\i·L "'<1'''''' -;"" l",~ "Ill}' 
[ .. w l"'Al,., '" , .. luPS _\, 192. 16.3/0, 1.2 1-576 aud 32.;G" ~'t"" whid. al'<." all ",ultll>tc. r)/ 
5.191 ' "h,.,.· I~"'" a.r~ ,1I""r~I.<~1 iLl f~ .... U/~ Ii.! () 8.11cl T ;ddP Ii I:! 
"fuI~,. Ii.l~ """ Tablol 6, II ;1,,,,,, LI.., kc> dal>!, 6t.11.ti.>tio< IIlId tbe ircq>.cnc\· ",hie of Ih~ 
HI' rcqU~1 £l>tt 1CJ!!)('CI1"t'ly. n." .. l hp lIliuirmJlI1 (4 hy"" j :>ud , Iw' n",~illm'" (Zf~ .Im 
~l"') "'QUC»! 6' «'6 f~ the Ill' workl",,<1 "n' ~_ t hall Ihp "'TT''''lMm,linr; ' •. Mi.-tl .... UI 
. h,< ''' ,. -, "'" .. ,~kl""t, r1<"" lhp in-qUCllCJ c.ahlo' " ... ca" "'-" 11..>1 It.<- {"'<Iucne' 
of. ~_1!~2 ', lI\'f)" "",,1, his'." 11.10110>/ any Nbrr '''hK- "",,111.~1 m 1.>&>1 62°: "I It.. 
si_ At<; h • .;\",U\\ 4 Ill". ;J:! 76~ hyh,«, Fig"" li,ll:",} .,h" •• -, Ih. hi,logmlll 01 II", III' 
... 'O,kloo~ r('(IUC'61 '''''t'. "hi. ~g\l'" .h,,,,,, 'hal !<lO" ' "I ,h. "j",,, "'" ]"" Ih&n 0 .. "'IU~] 
to : l".it;~ b) ""'" Abo,,! 01% of tl><l ,,, I,,,,,;, , 1, 1~ ' ~"b ",'I. "'" ],,",,-.,," ~ "'~] 32,7""'. TI,,· 
hl""iO""'" 01 ",.1< .. " in Illb, tIln~c i • .:.t.>\I'n in Fi~u>" 6. 1 1 (h) We "]".1 not i"" fro", ,h,' 
1> ;'<1<'!'.""', (i,"" IlL ~' lg\J'" fU 1 :,,)) ",,,]Ih. , 1"l"I.il., lll,,\ (h.", are lC,,-,," .,"'" r...,tw"",", 
32.7( ; ~ 1L1!!1 "IX1,lW,1I1 1>y" ", ,I",,, bOT""",,, 22t',IO I «,w] ~f;1,lOO Lyl e" 
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I,.-.t"""" 4 ~"d ~2,7~~ 
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6.3.4 .""l"udliug R"lju",I. Si~<' 
l'hc be't way to rondel thio p ,,,aroelcr wn1.llJ be to ,i"'plv uS<' " probahilily lll"-" 
fllndio)) , wi""", m))<ioTll ""ria.b)', X i, Ill<' ,i/." of;O lL I/O ' '''l'lL 'ft . For "XMlLpk, \l>Lng 
the prnb,J)ilitic. in Tab k C.IO. the l'rnhahility roM') ~.ln('tinn In, t he OLTl' request 
,i,. "" ",,1> 1.><, ,hoii", , 1 a.'<: 
p{x) O.l~ lor , = "U-
p{, ) 0.11 jor .J; ~ !On 
. , 
PO." , OJ)'! jur .J; ~ 2018. 
P{.T) OJil for , ~ 1":\C. 
p(;J;':, OJJl~ for .J; - :)(m 
II .,) IU~ Jm .T - :",84. 
I{T) OJ)', Jm , _,4Wn. 
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6.1. OP£,'H/lTrON" TYPE 
S[a t i,[ ic 
Tab)" ILl:i : IlP r"'lll~Sl si", statistics 
ToNe C,J·1: rl'equcncy Inblc nf Ill' rC'l" ""t ' ,"e" 
p(xJ om Iw ]' = 41~J~, 
p(.Lj 0,03 Ic, x = 'G&), 
p(:c) 0.07 fcc x = 8)02, 
" 
(Jtll <:rw;," (n.2,\ 
6.4 Operation Type 
0.1.1 O LTP Opcm(ion Typc 
Th€ OLTP worldno d he", mor(' write t lo"" re,>rl OJ''''''''OIC<,,.< >J..t ( ~V ll ill Table {i ,j5, TIl<' 
l'eaJ/wl'ile ratio f(~' Llli' UL'J'P wnr kln.orl ;, 0. 3.4-. 'TI,;" (,Ol1k! he rll ~' to the 1&:1 thal 
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OP"""!;O" Type 
Retw nun·,; I 
4111.28·" 
(%) 
2" 
T".h\o 11.1.0' F"'I"O '~'}' bhl" of 0 1.'1'1' oper~tion 1.\'1)"' 
6.4.2 Wd, Op"mtiull Type 
ncL le G.I(i show" t he fl'eq\len~)' t."ble for lh., \\'eh o!-><',,,l;oll tYI'P d"./.a .'<'t. i"tw 
rei«l/write r~lio for lli" workh,d j, \O-ll'.:17. A, ean k "''' from the frequcnc)' !aLIe 
alJnQ<t rul the operation., are read , {i.e" 9'),gS9;·, of the lot;ll!\lmber 01 ol",mtioTl<). 
Thi, i, U1J(h,bmbble 'L.'<" Woh """"h "-jlpli(',, \iOfi df"" nol Wpicali)' write Jnuch data 
to """ofldal}' ,(orage 
Opnration l'y pn Connl I Frpqun"ey (o/.,) 
Ro",) ,'o:~'o ,0 ' I "'J '"' .. \'iTitc '00 0.Q2 , I 
Jo,hle (i.1(i: F'HIC\(~"')' tahle of Weh operatioll !)'Pef 
li.·1.:l liP Opl"'atioll Type 
T"Lle G, 1 i ,how, the !'r.,,<upnq table Ii>! the HI', 'peration "'pe ,ht" ;;el . The ""-wi write 
mho for tIl(> Il P ""J<kh,,) " 1, n, 
I Opnration Ty p e Count 
rn;;:;r 121.0..'; I 
,f'.W'c",'ikk><-______ lOUiG 
Freqllen~y (%) 
", ,()O 
4i ()O 
T,,]'le G 17; Fr8CJuen~y table of HI' operation WI"'" 
6.4,4 /l.lodl'Jli ng ()lwration Type 
A,,"miTl~ that the op"mli",! type I"",,,,,ot,,, of ~ givell workload ., 1l0l I<llt(}-eorrel"l~J. 
a random variahle dofin"d "., t.he c'I'"mt.ioll typo of ii.ll I/O j'('qll",j ill thl<\ l-'l<rl.i('llll1l 
,,'Ol'kloi«l j" a LinollliN 1m""". For e""ml'lr, '"""ming 'h"llhe OLTP uflor"""" lyp" 
i, no< ,' lllooorrd"W, we ~an define a random ""riahle, "'r X '" the ope"'-t~'" typ" 
of a" 1/0 lHl ll,,,t in Ihp OLTf' wUlkloi«l " hose l-'roh~l~lil" JistriLUl;on is ~ hillOlllial 
fUflct i{~, with d", l'roh"hili'.y. p, of ~ ,nOCe"" (i,e" ,~]'.~J) equ~l 10 0,2,,, U'inf lh i.> 
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prob!!.bili!y Ill,e" lun('tiOll " ria!" 'let , i mi k~' to Ih~ 01 ,.'['1' operathl tyve data oe, "an be 
~enerated. It has a funet"~l which ~iI'ell p, >ind a po"hi"" in"'gE't, say n, will g"llE'mk 
n ""Ill<" t"II"wing tix' hiwHni,J P'OCC'-'. Wit h p = 0.2·5 anrl n = &19, 320, we ~eneratoo 
!!. ~ata """ of op<:ration tn"" of tile sa""e """ "" the OLTP overa,ioll typ" dat!!. "",. 
rheroafter we ealculated Ihe re"d/wtitE' talio or n,,, g"""mt,E'd d:"." ".1 ",n o got. 0.:l3 
whi('h is qnit<, cle",. to t.h" 0.34 of th" 01 :L'P op<:rat;nlJ type da.ta set. 
6.5 Lugical Seek Dist;lllce 
.. \ 8 rurc,,,h defined in Sedion 1,1, h~ical ",,,k di.<taw:".' a,,' thE' diff~r('!1CC" LX',w""n 
lfJll,ec llli "e ,\.ait. add"",,,,", pit hE'r 1m ,J II C<!;ical volurn~" t,«etber or lor .1'II<t O<le I":"kal 
,,,, Iume ill a ~iYen or.ora~" oyotelll 'Iwklmd, l\ot." thai v,,' ,,,w]pxod ""n. ""dn """, 
in tb io way sole ly h· H •• ldling 1''''1.'''''. T hat i, 10 ('orn~ up with mode l, in the 
forIll of probability di,tributi<m nm'ticn, t hai can loe uood VJ ~enel'ate ,Ian add [(""" 
lor , .. ntbet ic v,"Jl'klnad" Comrary VJ 'Ill'" Son •• I~"pl" Illight "xI~d. , .m,J)"/.in ~ <tarl 
".<Id"",;.-.,. ill t.hi' vmy i, nol "'" n",lul in wld<>rotruldin,,, tb e I'Jcality di'll'ibuIYJll of the 
o!!.ta ,torc<l in a 'tora~e .y,[ellL Thl> is du.e VJ the f2t('l that a .;ill~lE' 1< >;Iiml ",Ium,' m"y 
be svread o"el' " '\pml phy;;ic,,1 ,,,Inllx,, . Th~rC'l'or~ I'M) cOll"Ceutiw ,tml ado"""" in 
!!. t.m .. " 1m the 'am~ Ioo;icru ,"olume may loe l'el'nin~ "J lwo diUere m phY'~'al ""I UH'" 
'~ld h.'~J colloecuth-e " "''' addr",."'" for diff .. rPnI 10!"ie,, 1 volnllX" may k referrin ~ to 
thE' "Ul.' phy"ic,,1 ", Inn[(' In ,hol't, v,'C ('all not Idl how tile d"ta ;s di,triblHed !UlJOn~ 
til<' phy,iuJ volum'" ming the ic>:>:k al ,,,,",,k disl<1.llces, 
BeleW! are [he <1.l l ~IY' i .; l esulb 01 OLTP logic,,1 ", ,,k rl i, ,,,",,,,,< lor logkal vo lume 
numl.,! ~II :uld W .. b l<:»:iuJ ",ocic di,l :ln'>::l' for logi" al w~unX' nunlloe l' 0, 
(l,;;.1 
Table (i.l~ gi w, th' h,y >t·!!.!' ;"i", 01 II., OLTP I<:»:i .. al scd rlis,",uw" , m~""urcd in bh>eks 
fm I<:»:i .. al volu me lllllllloer 20. The diM ribul> HI of lh,.' dat,!!. ,.-.1 is In<ili ,,, I)' , h'm,," with 
the C(x, jjic-iellt of ,h,w ",JnE' 01 0.02 T he hhtCl':l am of Ih~ oata set wilhmll (~illicro 
i, , llOvm ;11 f'i~ure ~ . 12 Ta~1c 6.19 oh'"",' 8 a frequency t!!.ble of the abwlnte vail", 
of , be data oe\, 'lYe have Vr~."'llt ed ,he al::..ol,,", val Lm' t.o minimm' 'h, nnrnl.,r of 
in"''''ab/bi", m," whidl t lw •• 'g·i('al ,." k di-t')Il(" '" arc split. 
Table !i , ~11 ~i,," the fu')' .<t!!.tj ,t.ir., of ,.1", W .. b loo;i('al ",,,k di,twlC~" measurC'<:! in blc",ks 
10< logie,,1 vol UnLE' llumber 0 'Ll.e "oefficient ,,f ,k"w ;, ""l'O lneallin~ Iha, 'he dis[r ibu-
ti", 01 Ihi' dam "Ct is ,ymmetric. T he disttiLUl"~l 'Jf I'J~ieal sed di.""'l""" for all th' 
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H all p;c Count 
,iJ 
Thhh, G. I~; n""II~"lCY I,abl e of a hsolute (lLT I' \ogleRI ,eek di"ane", fur lugical ,'c.lUlne 
'" 
\\'I'U 1< '1':;"01 VOIUlIl(" i, "h, 'Y 'lllnet.ri", TI,,· r"b-, of t IM' wnnl><" of'l'o,il.iw k>gil al ",,·k 
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.'lumber 
Table 6_21- Fr""1uency table of alHolutc Web logical SO<'k distances for logical Yol11me 
n11mher 0 
p(x) 1l ,1l1ll1 for .J; = 18, 
Similarly a I'rohaLilit)- ['ili{;lion 01 X call be <ietlu"d lor the emire mnp;e of Web 
k'l':i<'al """k distm1<'cs and not jrnt the abwl\ltc val\le"_ 'T() )',cncrate " i<¥;i,:al "",k 
di.>lauoos lor a symhe tic "OlkJo.-.d wp'BsenUltive of tho Weh wOlklo .. d. one ('an 11"", 
Ihis l'rolialiility l,motion 10 !\euemte " ran~e llumhers. Then tor oa"h 1 all~C Illll\lhcl 
~"lH'rat.ed, "'Y k. pmduce a """l()m value w\thin (he l'Uli( , ollrulge k, I'o.- instflllce, 
if mIL)',e IL11mhe .. I h"., "ran~~ (.2.IKKUKII • III in a h'eq"ency ~alile such"" Talile fi.2L 
then for efl('h ""Ille of I p;enerated '" " range Il11mher " logi""j ""e K <ii,tallce yal\le 
between -2,(j(j(J,(j(j(J and Il should he pl'oduced, 
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B. S"e"Ilti Approach 
The 'if{lTl~ "l'pro;1,Ch ilLy"i""" filL(\iTl!,;" prol»,hihty (lr'mity flllH,tMlTl lH"t.('hiTl ~ " gi''' lL 
dala 'IN of logical =k Ji,'anCC'b as an aw,'O~';malc mod". 1'hi, mcans that we have 
to prcsOllll(, that til(' l.we>,i ""k di,I.",,·,· l'''m11H'\('' i , a contilL'""" ",ri"hl<·. "I,,·, " II 
it Ci<J1 lak on ,,,lues Jl'OllJ a "t'rV large rang"_ Tlm""",r . i t 'ho11 ld be ck"". from f'i~""" 
n. 12 ,,,,d ii.l:ll.hal \lOlLe of I.he "'Hlall',-obabili l;- dele,ily f"''''I,ioll' would iii· I,he lo!;lcal 
=k di,tancc, for both OJ:TP "wi W .. b. nO""",,( it mighl b(' p'Hilll" to ",,~lel 1.1", 
da'" ,.", lc'<ilLg" mixl"" of t."", or Unre hLllCtiOJj, :\loddlil.J.!> Ly U>Lll!> I< jllixlurc 01 
fupniom i, 1)<'''011(\ d", '>COp" of lhi,; ,[wl )"_ 
G.G Degree of Paralldi~llJ 
u.u.l OLTP D"gn'" "f' Par'" II"\ism 
TaLle 1\.22 "'ld Table G.23 ohow the k,'y ~,t~"ic' »nd t il(' fH"1lHmCY hhli' ()f t h,' OT:rp 
parall,'Ii.<m ,lr'g,",' dl<l.a ,et, ,~.;j!oclhdy. The mlliimum llumber of I/O roque,t, is,U<:'{] 
at 1h,' 'am, ' tim,' ill II", '>iorklowj i, 1. n'OI[J TaLIe ti.2:1 we CfIll ''''' lhl<l 'Xi% of the 
Ix'l.lalldi,jll degr", ~a",. 'e1 JH'W» V;~ll" of L It i , impml'l1li 10 ,,,ali",,, that. the YNU" 
of 1 "",lually impli"" a 'in~k I/O "'1",*,1 p'" time,(."ml' (i.e. , 11 0 I /O jJl ... l'iJldim,). 
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"' 
After doin~ some simrle "rithmetic, one will ~ il;co,,"r thai Hbout 1&0,640 0< 27'/:, of 
the '>49",211 OLTP I/ O I'e'lues,s fJl'€ Sill~les. TheN'lol'e 73';;; of lhe 1'e<IU"," are llOt 
, ing]",. 2()')(, of th~ l'"r"lIdi."m d~~T{'(' datH havc a "alue of 2, meamng Ih"t ,.h~re 'H~ 
al>Om 0,1,7% I/O !'<'que" rail'S is,ueJ a, lhe s"me Um., ter",'Selltillg 19% of all the 
OLTP I/O re'lu""". The maximum OLTP pamll"li'lll uegree i, 20. Fil>ure G,U oJlOWS 
lhe uislril>utiOlI of 'he l'''mll eli,m uel>"ec Jat H in the 10m. of" hislo;!;l'am This figurc 
and .'n,b l~ !l,n ,I~,w tl~", Ih~re are ver), f~w "oluffi ill II", l'a.-aliel iOlll Je~.-ee uata ",1 
""tw<'<'n 9 "nd XI. Only j ')(, of thc ",du O!' in the d"l" ",t arc <'<IU "] or ~T~" l~r Ihan 9. 
S,unple Si"" 
"linilllull' 
I.,,,,,,,,r q u,utile 
~kdi"n 
Sample ~Ic:UL 
UP1)Cf Quartile 
M",dmum 
Ul-'l-'er Omli€t,s 
Saml'le \'adalLC e 
SaHlple Standard D~yi"tim 
Cocfficicnt- of VHri"tion 
C"",l!id€ll' 01 Ske", 
Co.,l!i<-ient of Kurto"i, 
T,~I ind~"" 
Value 
273,983 
, 
, 
2,fi!i 
16:j 
081 
2,fi] 
U97 
O.og 
Si~e I frequeIl~y (%) 
, 
'" d.J 
, 
'" , 
" , 
" 
'> 
,
" 
, 
, , 
" 
, 
>" , 
Tal>le f),n· P.-e'lU€llcy lable for OLTl' l'a.-alieliOlll Jeg.-... 
1\, ,Lil'e,Ldy ll){'mionoo in &",ion G,2 ' hcre ls no I/O l>'u'nllclism in the Web wOTl:.lo<Ld 
Olllhe o,h .. h&llu, the HP wo.klood h"" "ery lilt le I / O parallel\'lll, i.e. [fG,[fG';C of lhe 
I/O ' '''lu""" ",el e b,ued ,~, ,ingl"" 
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li,n,2 l\loof'llin p; D'1'll' ee of Pal'"lle li s m 
Like Io0cal "ulullle nUlll\"?l, uala "i<e. ope["t.ioll t,'P L' ,nd log i(.,1 o<xk Ji'[.[Jll('<O. 'he 
p,.mI]('Ii ' ''L d"~f("' ,,'or" lo"d p:"'"l1etc[ ('nn he mlXldhl "" " pl'Oloaloilil,r 1ll.H." fUllct"~J. 
By Mfilliug n ml><inm ""t~,hk, . "Y X, a>; the llLLlllbel or [,l O J('!UO"<t,, i,,,,,,d at a gi\,~ll 
tillJ(eob lllJl, ,,,. (.an "'.,.1<> ,. p [ob.hilit.y TTl"" flm"(inn for t ])(' ULTI' l}Jtalk[iom ue~loo 
fI(" ) (1,5,>00 jrn' , ~ , 
po '") (J. 2!n l jm > .. ". 
J{rJ ilTHI fm , ~ :1, 
all 
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6.7. AUTO- AND CROSS-CORRELATION 97 
6.7 Auto- and Cross-correlation 
6.7.1 Auto-correlation 
Table 6.24 contains the autocorrelation values at lag 1 (i.e., r(l)), with the correspond-
ing 95% confidence interval limits, for the OLTP, \Veb and HP workload parameters. 
As stated in Section 4.3.6, the 95% confidence interval limits are -2/,;Ti and +2/,;Ti, 
where n is the sample size. For a data set that is auto correlated , Ir(l)1 > 2/,;Ti at 
95% confidence level[22]. In all the three workloads, the autocorrelation values for all 
the parameters are outside the 95% confidence intervals. Therefore we can say that 
these parameters are autocorrelated with 95% confidence level. The implication of this 
discovery is that the models for each of these parameters should be adjusted to incor-
porate the autocorrelation behavior. This we have not done and suggest it for future 
work. 
Logical Inter- Request Operc.t- Logical Par all-
Parameters Volume arrival Size ion Seek elism 
T\'umber Times Type Distance Degree 
Logical * 0.02 0.09 -0.06 0.14 -0.03 
Volume 
Number 
Inter- 0.02 * 0.09 -0.14 -0.04 -0.02 
arrival 
Times 
Request 0.09 0.09 * 0.07 0.01 -0.01 
Size 
Operat- -0.06 -0.14 0.07 * 0.04 0.06 
ion 
Type 
Logical Seek 0.14 -0.04 0.01 0.04 * 0 
Distance 
Parall- -0.03 -0.02 -0.01 0.06 0 * 
elism 
Degree 
Table 6.25: Coefficients of correlation for OLTP workload parameters. 
6.7.2 Cross-correlation 
Table 6.25, Table 6.26 and Table 6.27 show the coefficients of correlation between any 
two OLTP, \Veb and HP workload parameters respectively. 
Unlike in the case of auto-correlation where one can compute confidence intervals 
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Logical Inter- Request Operation Logical 
Parameters Volume arrival Size Type Seek 
Number Times Distance 
Logical * 0.02 0.01 0.02 0.20 
Volume 
Number 
Inter- 0.02 * -0.10 0 0.01 
arrival 
Times 
Request 0.01 -0.10 * -0.01 0.07 
Size 
Operation 0.02 0 -0.01 * 0.01 
Type 
Logical Seek 0.20 0.01 0.07 0.01 * 
Distance 
Table 6.26: Coefficients of correlation for Web workload parameters 
Inter- Request Operation 
Parameters arrival Size Type 
Times 
Inter- * -0.04 -0.04 
arrival 
Times 
Request -0.04 * 0.03 
Size 
Operation -0.04 0.03 * 
Type 
Table 6.27: Coefficients of correlation for HP workload parameters 
which can be used to determine whether a given parameter is auto-correlated or not, 
we did not come across a similar notion with cross-correlation. Our conclusions on 
cross-correlation are based on the premise that the closer the absolute coefficient of 
correlation for two parameters is to 0 the more independent the two parameters are and 
vic~ v~rsa[25, 26]. Rased on the foregoing and the values in the tables, we can conclude 
there are little correlations between the parameters for all the three workloads. In 
the OLTP workload, the correlations between logical seek distances and logical volume 
numbers, and between inter-arrival times and operation type are the strongest both 
with 0.14 as the absolute coefficient of correlation. In the Web workload the correlation 
between the logical seek distances and the logical volume number is the strongest with 
0.2 as the coefficient of correlation. 
If the correlations between the workload parameters are so minimal, then we can 
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use the models for individual workload parameters to produce synthetic workloads rep-
resentative of these workloads. Otherwise we would need to come up with multivariate 
probability distribution functions which is also beyond the scope of this study. 
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Chapter 7 
Conclusion and Future Work 
7.1 Conclusion 
In this dissertation, we have explained our work which involved analyzing storage sys-
tem workloads using a statistical methodology. We developed a general software tool, 
ESSWA. for analyzing the workloads in the form of I/O traces. Given an I/O trace file 
as input, it provides statistics for the workload parameters as the output. From the 
statistics one can possibly derive mathematical models, in the form of probability dis-
tribution functions. for the workload parameters. ESS\VA has a number of advantages 
over other storage system workload analyzers described in literature in terms of: 
• user friendliness, 
• extendability, 
• flexibility, 
• maintainability, 
• provision of multiple reporting formats, 
• provision of a number of trace manipulation functions such as trace filtering, 
• etc. 
\Ve experimented with ESSWA and produced some useful results. For example, 
from the results we obtained, we are able to tell the fraction of I/O requests serviced 
by each available logical volume; whether there is I/O parallelism or not; and the 
read/write ratio in a given workload. If the workload is unbalanced among the available 
logical volumes, the system administrator might be required to reconfigure the storage 
system to balance the load to improve performance. The fact that a particular workload 
101 
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exhibits I/O parallelism, as is the case with one of the workloads that we analyzed, 
implies that it would be probability beneficial to implement the I/O rescheduling feature 
in the underlying storage system to improve performance. The read/write ratio helps 
in deciding whether to optimize for both read and write operations or just for one of 
the two. In one of the workload that we analyzed, the results show that most of the 
operations are read operations. Therefore, optimizing the storage system handling this 
kind of a workload for read operations can improve performance. This can be done, 
for example, by converting part, if not all, of the write cache to read cache. In the 
same workload, we further observed that the distribution of logical seek distances is 
symmetric. Clearly, knowing why the logical seek distances are symmetric would be 
useful to optimize the storage system to handle this behavior efficiently. 
Our results also show that I/O request sizes are operating system dependent. They 
depend almost entirely on the particulars of the file system used by the operating 
system, rather than the requirements of the application. 
Concerning modelling storage system workloads, among other things, our results 
show that the exponential distribution function, which is usually used to model inter-
arrival time, is not the best model for this parameter in the three workloads that 
we analyzed. Instead, we found the Weibull, lognormal and beta probability density 
functions to be better models. Secondly, our results show that the assumption made in 
many studies that logical seek distances are always uniformly distributed is incorrect. 
Our results show that the probability of having a logical seek distance falling in some 
intervals of values is much higher than other intervals in the workloads that we analyzed. 
Therefore, using probability mass functions, as we have done in this study, to model 
logical seek distance is more appropriate. 
7.2 Future work 
Although ESSWA, in its present state, can be used to perform storage system workload 
analysis and produce useful results, more analysis functions and features can be added 
to it as enhancements. For example, it can be enhanced so that it can be able to: 
• analyze storage system workloads in terms of other parameters besides those that 
we considered in this study such as process ID of the process responsible for an 
I/O request, I/O mode (i.e., either synchronous or asynchronous), I/O request 
sequence number, file objector pointer, etc . 
• analyze two or more workloads at the same time, e.g., to determine the correlation 
between two workloads' I/O events. This is necessary when deciding to pool 
storage system resources to increase throughput as explained in section 2.3.2(G). 
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7.2. FUTURE 1VORK 103 
• perform more trace manipulations, e.g., given trace data collected over a period 
of time, say T seconds, filtering them to retain data for a specific duration of 
time, say T seconds, where 0 < T < T . 
• perform staged analysis. For example, if the system is able to analyze two or more 
workloads at the same time, then it should be able to compute the average I/O 
request size for each workload, store the averages and then compute the average 
of these averages. 
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Appendix A 
R Code for ESSWA Back-end 
library(RDCOMServer) 
library(evd) # For fitdistr() 
############main_function####################### 
AnalysisServer <- function(dataSizes=c()) { 
############Function to convert array of strings to array of 
##decimals ####################### 
ConvertFunction<-function(DataArray) { Results <-
type. convert (DataArray, na.strings = "NA" , as.is = FALSE, dec 
".") return(Results); } 
############Function to calculate Inter-arrival times##### 
CalculateIAT<-function(TS) { #multiplying by 1000000 to change 
seconds to microseconds 
len1 length(TS) 
len2 len1 - 1 
IAT <- 1: len1 
for(i in 1: len2 
{ 
105 
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} 
IAT[i] <- (TS[i+1]-TS[i])*1000000; 
} 
IAT[len1] 
return(IAT) 
IAT[len2] 
############Function to calculate seek distances##### 
CalculateSD<-function(SA) { 
len1 length(SA) 
len2 = len1 - 1 
SO <- 1: len2 
for(i in 1: len2 
{ 
SD[i] <- SA[i+1]-SA[i]; 
} 
SD[len1] = SD[len2] 
return(SD) } 
############Function to convert string opcode to integer 
##opcode##### 
ConvertOpcode<-function(RW,ReadString, WriteString) 
{ 
len1 = length(RW) 
RWOpNum <- 1: len1 
for(i in 1: len1 ) 
{ 
#if ( (toupper(RW[i])=="READ") I I (toupper(RW[i])=="R") 
if toupper(RW[i])==toupper(ReadString) ) 
RWOpNum [iJ = 1 
#else if ( (toupper(RW[i])=="WRITE") II (toupper(RW[i])=="W") ) 
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else if ( toupper(RW[i])==toupper(WriteString) 
RWOpNum[i] 2 
else 
RWOpNum[i] 3 
} 
return(RWOpNum) } 
#########Read trace file################# 
readTraceFile <- function(fileName, args, COMseparator, 
ReadString, WriteString) { library(tools) separatorl = 
COMseparator separator2 = " 
parl = 0 
a <-c(O) 
b <-C("") 
a [1] <- -1 
a[2] <- -1 
b [1] <-"0" 
b [2] <-"0" 
LV=a; 
SD=a; 
DS=a; 
RWOpNum=a; 
IAT = a; 
TS 
SA 
a' ,
a; 
g<-c () 
g[l] <-COMseparator 
g[2] <-COMseparator 
107 
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IOTraffic<-list(LV=a,SA=a,DS=a,RWOpNum=b,TS=a) 
options(show.error.messages = FALSE) 
try(IOTraffic<-read.table(file_path_as_absolute(fileName),sep=separatorl, 
fill = TRUE, colClasses = 
c("character", "character", "character", "character", "character", 
"character", "character", "character", "character", 
"character")) ,silent = FALSE) options(show.error.messages TRUE) 
if (( IOTraffic[[2]] [1] != '"') && ( IOTraffic[[3]] [1] != "") ) { 
LV [1] =2 LV [2] =2 
IOTraffic4 <- IOTraffic 
write.table(IOTrafficl, file = "trace3.txt", append = FALSE, quote 
= FALSE, sep =" ", eol = "\n", na = "NA", dec = ".",col.names = 
FALSE, row.names = FALSE) 
options(show.error.messages = FALSE) 
try(IOTraffic4<-read.table("trace3.txt",sep=separator2, fill 
TRUE, colClasses = c("character","character","character", 
"character", "character", "character", "character", "character", 
"character", "character")) ,silent = FALSE) 
options(show.error.messages = TRUE) 
if (separatorl==' , , ) { write.table(IOTraffic4, file 
"trace4.txt", append FALSE, quote = FALSE, sep = " eol = 
"\n", na = "NA", dec ".",col.names = FALSE, row.names = FALSE) 
options(show.error.messages = FALSE) 
try (IOTraffic<-read. table ("trace4. txt" ,sep=' : " fill = TRUE, 
colClasses = c("character","character","character","character", 
"character", "character", "character", "character", "character", 
"character")) ,silent = FALSE) 
options(show.error.messages = TRUE) 
IOTrafficl<-list() 
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forCi in 1: 10 ) 
{ 
IOTraffic1[[i]] <- IOTraffic[[i]]; 
IOTraffic1 <- IOTraffic; 
} 
write.table(IOTraffic1, file = "trace3.txt", append = FALSE, quote 
= FALSE, sep =" ", eol = "\n", na = "NA", dec = ".",col.names = 
FALSE, row.names = FALSE) 
IOTraffic4<-listC) optionsCshow.error.messages = FALSE) 
tryCIOTraffic4<-read.tableC"trace3.txt",sep=separator2, fill 
TRUE, colClasses = cC"character","character","character", 
"character", "character", "character", "character", "character", 
"character", "character")) ,silent = FALSE) 
optionsCshow.error.messages = TRUE) 
} 
args <-c () 
args[1]<-0 
args[2]<-0 
args[3]<-3 
args[4]<-5 
args[5]<-1 
if Cargs [1] == 1) 
LV <- IOTraffic4 [[1]] 
else if Cargs [1] == 2) 
LV <- IOTraffic4 [[2]] 
else if Cargs [1] == 3) 
LV <- IOTraffic4 [[3]] 
else if Cargs [1] == 4) 
LV <- IOTraffic4 [[4]] 
else if C args [1] == 5) 
LV <- IOTraffic4 [[5]] 
else if Cargs [1] == 6) 
LV <- IOTraff ic4 [[6]] 
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else if Cargs [1] == 7 ) 
LV <- IOTraffic4 [[7]] 
else if C args [1] == 8) 
LV <- IOTraffic4 [[8]] 
else if Cargs [1] == 9) 
LV <- IOTraffic4 [[9]] 
else if C args [1] == 10) 
LV <- IOTraff ic4 [[10]] 
else 
LV <- 0 
if Cargs [2] == 1) 
SA <- IOTraff ic4 [[1]] 
else if Cargs[2] == 2) 
SA <- IOTraffic4 [[2]] 
else if Cargs [2] == 3) 
SA <- IOTraffic4 [[3]] . 
else if Cargs [2] == 4) 
SA <- IOTraffic4 [[4]] 
else if Cargs[2] == 5) 
SA <- IOTraffic4 [[5]] 
else if Cargs [2] == 6) 
SA <- IOTraffic4 [[6]] 
else if Cargs [2] == 7 ) 
SA <- IOTr aff i c4 [ [7] ] 
else if Cargs [2] == 8 ) 
SA <- IOTraffic4 [[8]] 
else if Cargs [2] == 9 ) 
SA <- IOTraffic4 [[9]] 
else if Cargs [2] == 10 ) 
SA <- IOTraffic4 [[10]] 
else 
SA <- 0 
if Cargs [3] == 1 ) 
DS <- IOTraffic4[[1]] 
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else if (args [3] == 2 ) 
OS <- IOTraffic4 [[2]] 
else if (args [3] == 3 ) 
OS <- IOTraff ic4 [[3]] 
else if (args [3] == 4 ) 
OS <- IOTraffic4 [[4]] 
else if (args [3] == 5 ) 
OS <- IOTraffic4 [[5]] 
else if (args [3] == 6 ) 
OS <- IOTraffic4 [[6]] 
else if (args [3] == 7 ) 
OS <- IOTraffic4 [[7]] 
else if (args [3] == 8 ) 
OS <- IOTraffic4 [[8]] 
else if (args [3] == 9 ) 
OS <- IOTraffic4 [[9]] 
else if (args [3] == 10 ) 
OS <- IOTraffic4 [[10]] 
else 
OS <- 0 
if (args[4] == 1 ) 
RW <- IOTraffic4 [[1]] 
else if (args[4] == 2 ) 
RW <- IOTraffic4 [[2]] 
else if (args[4] == 3 ) 
RW <- IOTraff ic4 [[3]] 
else if (args[4] == 4 ) 
RW <- IOTraffic4 [[4]] 
else if (args[4] == 5 ) 
RW <- IOTraffic4 [[5]] 
else if (args [4] == 6 ) 
RW <- IOTraffic4 [[6]] 
else if (args[4] == 7 ) 
RW <- IOTraff ic4 [[7]] 
else if (args[4] == 8) 
RW <- IOTraffic4 [[8]] 
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else if (args[4] == 9 ) 
RW <- IOTraffic4[[9]] 
else if (args[4] == 10) 
RW <- IOTraffic4[[10]] 
else 
RW <- 0 
if (args [5] == 1 ) 
TS <- IOTraffic4 [[1]] 
else if (args [5] == 2 ) 
TS <- IOTraffic4 [[2]] 
else if (args[5] == 3 ). 
TS <- IOTraffic4 [[3]] 
else if (args [5] == 4 ) 
TS <- IOTraffic4 [[4]] 
else if (args [5] == 5 ) 
TS <- IOTraff ic4 [[5]] 
else if ( args [5] == 6 ) 
TS <- IOTraffic4 [[6]] 
else if (args [5] == 7 ) 
TS <- IOTraffic4 [[7]] 
else if (args[5] == 8 ) 
TS <- IOTraffic4 [[8]] 
else if (args [5] == 9 ) 
TS <- IOTraffic4 [[9]] 
else if ( args [5] == 10 ) 
TS <- IOTraffic4 [[10]] 
else 
TS <- 0 
##########remove rows except read and write operation 
if ( (length(RW) > 1) && (par1==1) ) { 
k=1 RW1<-c() LV1<-c() 
DS1<-c() TS1<-c() SA1<-c() 
for(i in 1: length (RW) ) { 
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if ( (toupper(RW[i])=="W") II ( 
toupper(RW[i])=="WRITE") II (toupper(RW[i])=="REAO" II ( 
toupper(RW[i])=="R" ) ) if ( ( 
toupper (RW [i] ) ==toupper (Wri teString) ) I I ( 
toupper(RW[i])==toupper(ReadString) ) 
} 
{ 
RWl [k] = RW [iJ 
} 
if (length(LV) > 1) 
{ 
LVl [k] = LV [i] 
} 
if (length(SA) > 1) 
{ 
SAl [k] = SA [i] 
} 
if (length(OS) > 1) 
{ 
OSl [k] = OS [iJ 
} 
if (length(TS) > 1) 
{ 
TSl [k] = TS [iJ 
} 
k k+l; 
RW<-c() for(i in 1: k-l ) 
{ 
RW [iJ <- RWl [iJ ; 
} 
if (length(LV) > 1) 
{ 
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} 
if 
} 
if 
} 
if 
} 
} 
LV<-cO 
for(i in 1: k-l ) 
{ 
{ 
LV[i] <- LVl [i] ; 
} 
(length(SA) > 1) 
SA<-cO 
forO in 1: k-l ) 
{ 
SA [i] <- SAl [i] ; 
} 
(length(OS) > 1) 
{ 
OS<-cO 
for(i in 1: k-l ) 
{ 
OS [i] <- OSl [i] ; 
} 
(length (TS) > 1) 
{ 
TS<-cO 
for(i in 1: k-l ) 
{ 
TS [i] <- TSl [i] ; 
} 
#end if length(RW) > 1 
APPENDIX A. R CODE FOR ESSWA BACK-END 
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####convert character LV to numeric. 
if (length(LV) > 1) { 
options(show.error.messages = FALSE) try(LV<-ConvertFunction(LV), 
silent = FALSE) options(show.error.messages = TRUE) #LV<-
type. convert (LV, na.strings = "NA", as.is = FALS~, dec = ".") } 
####convert character TS to numeric. 
if (length(TS) > 1) 
{TS<-type. convert (TS, na.strings = "NA", as.is = FALSE, dec = ".") 
options(show.error.messages = FALSE) try(TS<-ConvertFunction(TS), 
silent = FALSE) options(show.error.messages = TRUE) } 
#####convert character SA to numeric. 
if (length(SA) > 1) { 
SA<-type.convert(SA, na.strings = "NA", as.is = FALSE, dec = ".") 
options(show.error.messages = FALSE) try(SA<-ConvertFunction(SA), 
silent = FALSE) options(show.error.messages = TRUE) 
} 
######convert character OS to numeric. 
if (length(OS) > 1) { OS<-
type.convert(OS, na.strings "NA", as.is = TRUE, dec = ".") 
options(show.error.messages FALSE) try(OS<-ConvertFunction(OS), 
silent = FALSE) options(show.error.messages = TRUE) 
} 
####calculate IAT 
if (length(TS) > 1) { 
options(show.error.messages = FALSE) try(IAT <- CalculateIAT(TS), 
silent = FALSE) options(show.error.messages = TRUE) } 
#####calculate SO. 
if (length(SA) > 1) { 
options(show.error.messages = FALSE) try(SO <- CalculateSO(SA) , 
silent = FALSE) options(show.error.messages = TRUE) } 
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######Convert character opcode to number opcode 
if (length (RW) > 
1) { options(show.error.messages = FALSE) try(RWOpNum <-
ConvertOpcode(RW, ReadString, WriteString), silent = FALSE) 
options(show.error.messages = TRUE) } 
} #end if (( IOTraffic[[2]] [1] != '"') && ( IOTraffic[[3]] [1] != 
# '"') ) 
return(list(LV,SD,DS,RWOpNum,IAT, TS, SA, g)) 
}#end of read 
###Function to filter SO, PO, IAT in the Traces ### 
FilterFunction <- function(DataArray1, DataArray2, DataArray3, 
LVno){ k=1 DataArray11<-c() DataArray22<-c() DataArray33<-c() 
for(i in 1: length (DataArray1) ) { if ( DataArray1[i]==LVno ) #if 
( DataArray1[i]==1 
} 
{ 
} 
DataArray22 [k] 
DataArray33 [k] 
k = k+1; 
DataArray2<-c() 
DataArray3<-c () 
DataArray2 [i] 
DataArray3 [i] 
DataArray2 <- DataArray22 
DataArray3 <- DataArray33 
IAT<-CalculateIAT(DataArray3) 
listPD <- ParallelDegrees(DataArray3) 
PO <- listPD[[1]] 
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} 
len2 <-length(DataArray2) 
SD <- 1: len2 
for(i in 1: len2-1 ) 
{ 
SD[i] <- DataArray2[i+1]-DataArray2[i]; 
} 
SD[len2] =DataArray2[len2-1] 
return(list(SD,IAT, PD)) 
###Function to filter LV, DS, OP in the Traces ### 
GenericFilterLVFunction<- function(DataArray1, DataArray2, 
DataArray3, LVno){ k=l DataArray11<-c() DataArray22<-c() 
DataArray33<-c() DataArray4<-c() 
for(i in 1: length (DataArray1) ) { if ( DataArray1[i]==LVno ) 
{ 
} 
} 
} 
DataArray22[k] = DataArray2[i] 
DataArray33[k] = DataArray3[i] 
DataArray4[k] = DataArray1[i] ; 
k = k+1; 
DataArray2<-c() 
DataArray2 <- DataArray22; 
DataArray3<-c() 
DataArray3 <- DataArray33; 
return(list(DataArray2,DataArray3,DataArray4)) 
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########## function to generate frequency table with a threshold 
#frequency ################# 
DataFrequency <- function (DataArray , minPercent){ 
DataArrayf<-factor(DataArray) 
DataArrayfr<-table(DataArrayf) 
DataArraylevels <-levels(DataArrayf) 
len <-length(DataArray) 
#initialize variable for intervals, frequencies and counter 
GroupValue<-c(O) 
FrequenceValue <- c(O) 
GroupValue[l]<-O 
FrequenceValue[l] <- 0 
GroupValue[2]<-0 
FrequenceValue[2] <- 0 
j=O 
for(i in l:length(DataArraylevels) ) 
{ 
} 
if ( ((DataArrayfr[[i]]/len)*100) >= minPercent[l]) 
#if ( (DataArrayfr[[i]]/len) > 10) 
{ 
} 
j=j+1 
GroupValue[j] = DataArraylevels[i] 
FrequenceValue[j] = DataArrayfr[[i]] 
return(list(GroupValue,FrequenceValue)) } 
########## function to generate frequency table ################# 
usageFrequency <- function(DataArray){ 
DataArrayf<-factor(DataArray) 
DataArrayfr<-table(DataArrayf) 
DataArraylevels <-levels(DataArrayf) 
GroupValue<-c(O) 
FrequenceValue <- c(O) 
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for(i in l:length(DataArraylevels) ) 
{ 
} 
GroupValue[i] = DataArraylevels[i] 
FrequenceValue[i] = DataArrayfr[[i]] 
return(list(GroupValue,FrequenceValue» } 
########## function to generate bins ################# 
HistCells<-function(DataArray){ 
HistAttributes <-hist(DataArray, breaks = "scott", plot=FALSE) 
HistAttributes <-hist(DataArray, plot=FALSE) 
CellBreaks<-HistAttributes$breaks 
CellCounts<-HistAttributes$counts 
return(HistAttributes) 
} 
########## function to calculate Parallellism Degrees######### 
ParallelDegrees <- function(DataArray){ 
DataArrayf<-factor(DataArray) 
FrequenceValue <- c(O) 
DataArraylll<-l:length(DataArray) 
for (i in l:length(DataArray) 
{ 
DataArraylll[i] = 1 
} 
FrequenceValue <- tapply(DataArraylll,DataArrayf, sum) 
return(list(FrequenceValue» 
} 
##########function to calculate the AutoCorrelation function##### 
AutoCorrelation <- function(DataArray, lag){ 
acfVAR<-acf(DataArray, lag.max = lag, type = c("correlation"), 
plot = FALSE) 
tempValue<-acfVAR$acf[lag+l,l,l] 
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return (tempValue) 
} 
#####function to calculate the coefficient of 
#cross-correlation##### 
CrossCorrelation <- function(DataArrayl, DataArray2){ 
corValue<-cor(DataArrayl, DataArray2) if (is.na(corValue)) { 
corValue = 100 } 
return(corValue) 
} 
##########function to calculate the tail index##### 
heavyTailedness<-function(dataArray) { 
forO in 1: length (dataArray) 
{ 
if (dataArray[i]==O) 
dataArray[i] <- 1} 
library (aws) 
tlndex<-awstindex(dataArray) 
return(tlndex$tindex) 
} 
######function to determine outlier limits for a data set##### 
Outliers <- function(DataArray){ 
dataSummary <- summary(DataArray) 
dataSummary[[2]]->lowerQuartile; 
dataSummary[[5]]->UpperQuartile; 
LowerOutlier <- dataSummary[[3]]-6*(UpperQuartile - dataSummary[[3]]) 
UpperOutlier <-dataSummary[[3]]+6*(UpperQuartile - dataSummary[[3]]) 
ExtremeValues <- 1: 2 
ExtremeValues[l] <-LowerOutlier 
ExtremeValues[2] <-UpperOutlier 
return(ExtremeValues) 
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} 
######function to calculate minimum, lower quartile, median, 
#mean, upper quartile and maximum########################### 
FiveNumbers <- function(DataArray){ 
} 
dataSummary <- 1: 6 
dataSS <- summary(DataArray) 
for(i in 1: 6 ) 
{ 
dataSummary[i] 
} 
dataSS[[i]] 
return (dataSummary) 
######function to calculate Variance, Standard Deviation, 
#Coefficient of variation, Coefficient of skew and Coefficient of 
#kurtosis.####################################################### 
OtherStatistics <- function(DataArray){ 
dataS <- c(O) 
dataS[l]<- var(DataArray) 
dataS[2]<- sd(DataArray) 
dataMean <-mean(DataArray, na.rm = TRUE); 
dataStd <- sd(DataArray, na.rm TRUE); 
#calculate coefficient of variation, CV 
CV <- dataStd / dataMean 
dataS[3]<- CV 
#calculate coefficient of skew 
ksum = c(O); 
ksum <-l:length(DataArray); 
for (i in l:length(DataArray) 
{ 
ksum[i] ( ( DataArray[i]-dataMean )/dataStd )-3 
} 
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tempSum <- sum(ksum) 
dataSkew <-( length (DataArray) 
/ (length(DataArray)-1) * (length(DataArray)-2» 
* tempSum 
dataS[4]<- dataSkew 
##calculate coefficient of kurtosis 
ksum = c(O); 
ksum <-1:length(DataArray); 
for (i in 1:length(DataArray) 
{ 
ksum[i] = (( DataArray[i]-dataMean )/dataStd )-4; 
} 
tempSum <- sum(ksum) 
dataKurtosis <-( length(DataArray) * ( length(DataArray)+1 ) 
/ (length(DataArray)-1) * (length(DataArray)-2) 
* (length(DataArray)-3) ) 
* tempSum 
) -
3 * (length(DataArray)-1)-2 
(length(DataArray)-3) ) 
dataS[5]<- dataKurtosis 
if (is.na(dataS[1] » 
{ 
dataS [1] = 0 
} 
if (is.na(dataS[2] » 
{ 
dataS[2] = 0 
} 
if (is.na(dataS[3] » 
{ 
dataS [3] = 0 
} 
if (is.na(dataS[4] » 
{ 
)/( (length(DataArray)-2)* 
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dataS[4] 0 
} 
if (is.na(dataS[5] )) 
{ 
dataS [5] ° 
} 
return (dataS) 
} 
######This function calculates the lambda discrepancy statistic. 
#It basically calls the function developed by Lourens Walters and 
#handles erroneous behavior ########################## 
lambdaSquared <- function(observed, distribution) { 
parameterlist<-list() 
error code = -1 
if (distribution=="lognormal") { parameterlist 
sigma=1000) } 
if (distribution=="normal"){ parameterlist 
list(mean=1000, sd=1000) } 
if (distribution=="exponential"){ 
parameterlist = list(beta=1000) } 
list(zeta=1000, 
if (distribution==" gamma"){ parameterlist list(shape=1000, 
rate=1000) } 
if (distribution=="beta"){ parameterlist list(shape1=1000, 
shape1=1000) } 
if (distribution=="pareto"){ parameterlist 
list(alpha=1000, beta=1000) } 
if (distribution=="we ibull"){ 
parameterlist = list (gamma=1000, alpha=1000) } 
lambda=1000 
fi tResul ts<-list (lambda=lambda,parameters=parameterlist, 
errorcode=errorcode) 
options(show.error.messages = FALSE) 
try (fitResults<-lambdaSquared1 (observed, distribution), silent 
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FALSE) options(show.error.messages TRUE) return(fitResults) } 
#####definition of the DCOM interface ########################### 
list( lambdaSquared =,lambdaSquared, 
lambdaSquared 
readTraceFile 
lambdaSquared, 
readTraceFile, 
beta.distr = beta.distr, 
beta. density = beta.~ensity, 
beta.variates = beta.variates, 
pareto.distr = pareto.distr, 
pareto.quantile = pareto.quantile, 
pareto.density = pareto.density, 
pareto. variates = pareto. variates, 
bin. actual = bin. actual, 
bin. expected bin. expected, 
combine.bins combine. bins, 
AutoCorrelation = AutoCorrelation, 
CrossCorrelation = C~ossCorrelation, 
FiveNumbers = FiveNumbers, 
Outliers =Outliers, 
OtherStatistics =OtherStatistics, 
DataFrequency=DataFrequency, 
usageFrequency=usageFrequency, 
heavyTailedness=heavyTailedness, 
ParallelDegrees =ParallelDegrees, 
HistCells=HistCells, 
.properties = c("dataSizes", "sigma"), 
.help = c(lambdaSquared = "generate a sample of values", 
beta.distr = "CDF values from this distribution", 
beta.density = "quantile values from this distribution", 
beta. variates = "values of the density function for 
this distribution" 
) ) 
} #end AnalysisServer 
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##########Register the Main Function as DC OM objpct ####### 
def=SCoMIDispatch(AnalysisServer, "ESSWAServer") def©classld 
getuuid(" c484d2f9-21f5-49ac-8c8d-2007e12245d7") 
registerCoMClass(def) 
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